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Abstract 

 
 
Within this mixed-methods study, semi-structured interviews were conducted to gather the 
climate-related accounts of thirty-two small-scale crop farmers in the Pacific Northwest (n=17) 
and the Northeast (n=15). These accounts were then examined to reveal the ways in which 
farmers’ perceptions of their climate experiences interacted with their pre-existing values and 
knowledge to influence their narratives about climate. Ultimately, this report analyzes the ways 
in which farmers’ environmental values and climate experiences impact their decision-making 
systems and management practices, while identifying other potential influencing factors. It also 
juxtaposes these farmers’ climate narratives against the climate discourse of knowledge-
producing institutions, such as extension agencies and government organizations.  
 
I found that small-scale farmers in both regions, especially in the Northeast, are undergoing 
increasingly frequent and unpredictable extreme weather, but do not consider climate to be a 
primary challenge. Instead, these farmers focus on labor/financial issues or day-to-day farm 
management tasks. Many of these farmers’ practices are already considered adaptive according 
to institutional recommendations, but climate change resilience is typically not the primary value 
underlying these farmers’ philosophy or approach. Farmers tend to view the environment 
through the narrative of “nature as partner” — an interconnected agroecological system. 
However, climate does not fit into this model neatly as it is often considered disruptive rather 
than cooperative. Instead, several motifs emerge within these narratives, framing climate as 
“unpredictable,” “untrustworthy,” and “uncontrollable.” Small-scale farmers’ most important 
source of information when making decisions about management practices is other farmers, 
pointing towards a pre-existing, informal network for knowledge transfer. In addition, a majority 
of small scale farmers in both regions are unfamiliar with institutional suggestions for climate 
adaptations—and these institutional discourses seem to clash with small-scale farmers’ climate 
narratives and priorities—perhaps pointing towards a disconnect between small-scale farmers 
and knowledge-producing institutions. 
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CHAPTER I: Introduction 

 
“Despite all our accomplishments, we owe our existence to a six-inch layer of topsoil and the fact it rains.”  

 —Farm Equipment Association of Minnesota and South Dakota 
 

“The idea of climate helps the world stop falling apart. This is one of the reasons why the idea of climate changing 
is so unsettling: it undermines the ‘trust’ people place in climate as s cultural symbol of large-scale orderliness, an 

invention which eases their anxieties about the weather.” – Michael Hulme, Weathered  
 

 

Literature Review and Framework 

Agriculture and Climate Change 

 
Although climate changes have visibly manifested on the most vulnerable fragments of 

the Earth—  causing glaciers to thaw and swallowing up small island nations— no part of the 

world will remain unaffected by this anthropogenic upheaval. A nation’s geographic position 

may affect whether the outcome is largely favorable or not, but its wealth ultimately decides 

future adaptive capacity and resilience as such resources determine the ways in which it copes 

under new climate-related strains. Even highly developed countries are expected to be 

challenged in new and intense ways— especially in climate-vulnerable and climate-dependent 

sectors, such as agriculture. 

As global mean temperature continues to rise, some regions of the world will be clear 

“winners” and “losers” of the climate change process. If cumulative human action does not shift 

towards the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and climate change mitigation, Canada, 

Russia, and Scandinavia will likely see significant economic growth from the warming process, 

despite these nations’ poor soils (International Monetary Fund 2017). However, already warm 
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nations, such as Bangladesh or Haiti that have an average annual temperature of 25°C, will 

probably suffer large reductions in per capita output (International Monetary Fund 2017). 

Likewise, countries at higher latitudes will potentially experience large yield increases and 

growing-season extension, while nations at low latitudes—particularly in the arid and sub-humid 

tropics— will experience yield decreases and issues of food security (Rosenzweig et al. 2001). It 

is ironic that countries that are the least responsible for climate change are often most vulnerable 

and possess the least capacity for adaptive action (Fussel 2010). 

Even within the United States, certain regions are expected to be impacted more severely 

than others. A 2012 report from the USDA, “Climate Change and Agriculture in the United 

States: Effects and Adaptation,” notes that in the shorter term some areas of the country may 

actually benefit from climate change, as warmer temperatures provoke a gradual northern 

migration of species, enabling farmers to grow new varieties / crops altogether (Walthall et al. 

2012). Additionally, warmer temperatures offer an extension to the growing season in some parts 

of the country, allowing farmers to complete extra harvests (Walthall et al. 2012). Higher levels 

of CO2 are also predicted to raise the yields of certain crops. In the long term, however, overall 

crop production yields in the US are expected to decline as weather variability, unpredictability, 

and extreme weather events become more common (Walthall et al. 2012). And as temperatures 

continue to warm, new or increased numbers of pests, weeds, and diseases are likely to take hold 

of vulnerable regions (Rosenzweig et al. 2001; Walthall et al. 2012). In the Midwest, rising 

atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration will lead to short term boosts in agricultural yields of 

some crops, but combined climate-related stressors are expected to reduce productivity in the 

longer term (Pryor et al. 2014). In the southwestern United States, water is predicted to become 

more scarce as the region becomes hotter and drier, posing a threat to half the country’s high-
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value specialty crops (Garfin et al. 2014). In the southeast, increasing temperatures, rising seas, 

and more frequent natural disasters will also negatively affect regional agricultural production 

(Carter et al. 2014). All of these changes will either be alleviated or further exacerbated by 

changing precipitation patterns (Walthall et al. 2012).  

For the oceanic-Mediterranean climate of the Pacific Northwest and the 

Continental/Maritime climate of the Northeast U.S., predictions are perhaps not as dire as long-

term forecasts for the regions above. The PNW region is predicted to experience warming 

temperatures and much higher inter-annual variability in both temperature and rainfall leading to 

drier summers and wetter winters. Periods of drought between precipitation events during the 

drier months are expected to lengthen (USDA 2018). The Northeast is also expected to 

experience warming and interseasonal temperature variability resulting in shifts in crop life 

cycles—such as maple production. A trend of increasing and more severe extreme weather 

events, especially precipitation events, is expected to emerge and intensify for Northeast climate 

(Tobin et al. 2015). However, the geographic positions of these regions relative to the coasts and 

at higher latitudes is perhaps what will ultimately temper the types of extreme climate shifts and 

unpredictability forecasted for more vulnerable regions of the country. 

 Agriculture in the United States has undergone an extensive metamorphosis over the past 

century. The integration of mechanization, development of more specialized crop varieties, and 

reliance on external chemical inputs has allowed for the most abundant crop yields ever seen in 

human history. However, such a productive system must exact a price: fossil fuels have replaced 

human or animal manual labor as the energy source for caloric output of the typical American 

diet (Heichel 1976). Much of this energy is expended to support an animal-product rich diet, 

high in red meats and offshore-fish. Thus, the agriculture sector’s carbon footprint is nontrivial, 
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accounting for nearly a quarter of global greenhouse gas emissions: an amount equivalent to the 

global carbon emissions produced for electricity and heat (US EPA 2016).  

During this time period, such technological advancements have allowed for agriculture in 

the United States to shift towards a larger scale. Industrial agriculture— defined here as large-

scale, petroleum-dependent farming—and consolidated farms are now the norm, with most 

cropland in the US constituting farms of 1,100 acres or greater (MacDonald et al. 2013). A 

marked decrease in crop diversity on farms has also occurred concurrently with this phenomenon 

(Aguilar et al. 2015); farmers specialize in fewer species and have veered towards the efficiency 

found in monoculture stands. Swathes of corn and soybean now checker the landscape of the 

US—a familiar sight to anyone who has ever flown cross-country. However, small-scale 

diversified farms persist, perhaps less visibly within this mosaic. 

At all scales, American agriculture is a “dynamic social-ecological system” that involves 

interaction between both social and ecological components, and is reliant on “a complex flow of 

resources” to produce crop and animal products (Walthall et al. 2012). As an open system, any 

shifts to external and powerful factors such as climate, could have devastating consequences to 

this system. Researchers claim that climate change has already begun to impact the U.S. food 

system (Lengnick 2015), which may have implications for issues such as food security and 

sovereignty in the future. Farming is already a high-risk, narrow margins business and according 

to the USDA, small farms are already particularly economically vulnerable (USDA 1998). With 

the introduction of an increasingly variable climate, small scale farmers in the United States are 

presented further obstacles to steady and safe employment. In more recent years, some 

researchers have asserted the need for more scientific inquiry at the local scale (Wilbanks and 
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Kates 1999). This study attempts to reconcile the current gap in literature regarding local, 

qualitative analysis of small-scale agriculture and climate change adaptation in the United States. 

U.S. Farmer Attitudes Surrounding Climate Change and Adaptive Efforts 

 
Studies have demonstrated that 63% of the American public acknowledge that climate 

change is occurring, but this proportion can range from 40 to 83% on the county-level (Howe et 

al. 2015). In fact, aggregate beliefs and perceptions regarding the phenomenon of climate change 

remain hugely geographically-dependent, with demographic, ideological, or cultural factors 

influencing this perception (Leiserowitz 2006; Gromet, Kunreuther, and Larrick 2013; Kahan, 

Jenkins-Smith, and Braman 2011; McCright and Dunlap 2011). Among Midwestern farmers 

(n=4778), 66% believe that some form of climate change was occurring, but only 8% of this 

proportion attributed it to primarily to anthropogenic causes while 33% stated it was due to equal 

human and natural forces (Arbuckle et al. 2013). This study also found that those farmers who 

attributed climate change to anthropogenic activity were much more likely to be concerned about 

its potential future effects and be supportive of individual and government adaptive/mitigative 

efforts. Researchers have documented farmer attitudes and beliefs regarding climate change 

through other research the Midwest (Loy et al. 2013), and also Scotland, California, Australia, 

and New Zealand. In all these locations, while beliefs surrounding climate change may differ, 

most farmers do not believe climate change will pose a real threat to local farming systems 

(Prokopy et al. 2015). 

Studies that focus on the farmers’ perspectives regarding climate tend to draw from three 

primary concepts: (1) vulnerability, (2) risk, and (3) adaptation. For the purposes of this research, 

I choose to define these terms in the same way as in Schattman, Conner, and Mendez (2016), as 

drawn from Adger (2006), Harwood et al. (1999), and the IPCC (2007). Vulnerability is 
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considered to be “the state of susceptibility to harm from exposure to stresses associated with 

environmental and social change and from the absence of capacity to adapt” (Adger 2006). Risk 

is the “uncertainty that affects an individual’s welfare, and is often associated with adversity and 

loss” (Harwood et al. 1999).  Some research has shown that there is often an inconsistency 

between farmers’ actual and perceived risk (Botterill and Mazur 2004). And despite an 

individual’s ability to accurately assess risk, a perception of risk and intention to change 

behavior does not always result in real shifts in behavior (Niles, Brown, and Dynes 2016).  

Adaptation is defined as “Adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual 

or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits beneficial 

opportunities” (IPCC 2007). Although much research has been conducted to study the 

vulnerabilities, risks, and adaptation of agricultural systems to climate change and propose steps 

towards adaptation— especially in developing nations (Mongi et al 2010; Newsham and Thomas 

2011; Mertz et al. 2009)—  research has only just begun to shift towards documenting U.S. 

farmers’ personal challenges, beliefs, and risk perception in regard to climate change. This study, 

along with the ones described below, thus adds to this budding field of investigation. However, it 

is important to note that this study fills an important gap: it is the first of its kind to specifically 

focus on small-scale farmers in two geographically disparate regions in the U.S.: the Pacific 

Northwest and the Northeast. 

Schattman, Conner, and Mendez (2016) interviewed 15 Vermont farmers in order to 

understand how farmers conceptualize climate risk and translate that risk into shifts in 

management practices. These farmers believed that previously experienced risks, such as 

flooding and disease pressure, will only intensify under future climate change. In a 2017 study, 

researchers also examined risk perception, vulnerability, and adaptation among New York and 
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Pennsylvania farmers by collecting farmer views and decisions related to climate change through 

six focus groups (Lane et al. 2017). Lane et al. (2017) concluded that farmers were more often 

concerned with what they viewed as more immediate concerns—such as financial issues or labor 

availability—than climate adaptation and mitigation. However, they also discovered that 

farmers’ personal experiences with potential climate change manifestations, such as changing 

seasons or extreme weather, affected the decision-making processes of farmers.  

Climate Change Narratives and Conceptual Frameworks  

 
Perceptions about climate change are shaped by the ways in which we learn about the 

phenomenon itself; this process occurs through learning from personal experience or from 

“vicarious” statistical description (Weber 2010). According to Hulme (2017), individual’s 

climate knowledges are not only tethered to place, body, action, and livelihood—they also 

depend on memory. Hulme goes on to state that, “Climatic knowledge for many people is not 

abstract or formal—as is statistical representation—but is personal and impressionistic” (2017). 

Farmers are one of the few groups of people who can staunchly claim to learn about climate 

from both categories. However, the contemporary transmission of statistical or scientific climate 

information between institutions and the American public is not primarily through the direct 

deliverance of unbiased facts. Instead, an individual’s “worldview and political ideology” are 

what usher his or her consideration towards toward information or events that “threaten the 

desired or existing social order, and shape expectations of change, which in turn guide the 

detection and interpretation of climate events” (Weber 2010). These types of worldviews are 

shaped by, and in turn, shape individual and public climate narratives—the stories we tell to 

make sense of climate-related phenomena (Cronon 1992; Daniels and Endfield 2009).  
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Environmental and climate narratives are “forms of knowledge produced and distributed 

in particular periods and places” and can take many forms including: economic forecasting and 

scientific modeling, media coverage of nations affected by climate disasters, government 

adaptation plans, collective/individual memory, or even “apocalyptic prophecy” (Daniels and 

Endfield 2009). However, studies have criticized the dominant societal climate change discourse 

for drowning out the voices of marginalized, indigenous communities since it impedes civic 

participation by positioning them within the narrow viewpoint of being inherently and 

perpetually ‘at risk’ (Bravo 2009).  

Paschen and Ison (2014), argue that the use of narrative theory in climate adaptation 

research can be useful since “how we ‘story’ the environment determines how we understand 

and practice adaptation, how risks are defined, who is authorized as actors in the change debate, 

and the range of policy options considered.” Although climate adaptation research tends to 

conceptualize the multiscalar, human-environment relationship in terms of a socio-ecological 

systems [see below] (Smit et al. 2000)—since actual adaptation requires a conceptual 

understanding that incorporates more than just scientific or technological knowledge/solutions 

(Paschen and Ison 2014)—some researchers are now arguing that this framework for adaptation 

must evolve and become more self-aware or self-critical. Part of this paradigm shift, Beilin et al. 

(2012) argue, stems from uncertainty surrounding the terms that describe change, such as 

“adaptation,” but whose common meanings are actually used to legitimize pre-existing 

production systems. However, ‘adaptation,’ can acquire new and more useful meanings when 

constructed from diverse perspectives at multiple scales. 

Here, Paschen and Ison (2014) are referring to systems of knowledge production as well, 

which become significant in a Foucauldian sense—who believed that knowledge production is 
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inextricably entwined with power (Foucault 1979). In this way, climate adaptation is interlinked 

with ideas surrounding structures of governance, communication / learning / knowledge, and 

social capital. These researchers claim that “Adaptation research therefore necessitates the 

production of diverse views and knowledge(s), while arriving at a holistic understanding of the 

socio-ecological system of interest” (Paschen and Ison 2014). Thus, the narrative theory 

approach has a great deal to offer to the realm of climate research, as the ways in which 

individuals and communities ‘story’ their climate-related experiences and past behaviors will 

direct the course of future climate adaptation and societal narratives.  

Individual narratives are not evaluated on the basis of “truth,” but instead used to 

untangle the shrouded assumptions, meanings, and power dynamics that underlie the stories we 

impart (Westernhoff and Robinson 2013). However, narratives not just a tool for analysis or 

rhetoric. They are also the way humans form interpretations of reality and thus endow 

meaningfulness to lived experience. By sharing a diverse array of stories, communities are able 

to potentially converge narratives into “a new, co-created narrative that identifies the appropriate 

trajectory for a particular place and set of circumstances… ultimately facilitating the process of 

decision-making” (Westerhoff and Robinson 2013). 

In “A Framework to Diagnose Barriers to Climate Change Adaptation,” Moser and 

Ekstrom (2010) put forth a generic, but inclusive, model for illustrating the process of climate 

change adaptation and the ways in which actors, a system of concern, and the wide context of 

society are linked [Figure 1]. Of course, the greater context, in which actors are embedded, are 

what often constrain or facilitate adaptive action. Possible barriers to adaptation can emerge from 

any of these three units. A decade earlier, Smit et al. (2000), proposed a similar model—though 

more specific to agriculture, climate stimuli, and climate change adaptation [Figure 2].  Of 
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course, both of these models are oversimplifications in order to provide a useful framework for 

more general scenarios. Therefore, for this study, I aim to examine small scale farmers’ decision-

making systems through this conceptual framework, while taking into account issues of scale, 

typology of farm, and the ways in which individual farmers’ environmental and climate 

narratives affect these systems.  

 

 
Figure 1. A system of climate adaptation: “The structural elements of the diagnostic framework: 
interacting actors, the governance and larger socio-economic context, and the system of concern 
that is to be managed for climate change” (Moser and Ekstrom 2010). 
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Figure 2. A framework for visualizing systems of climate adaptation and evaluation criteria of 
these systems  (Smit et al. 2000). 
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Research Questions 

 
 
Drawing from the narrative framework and conceptual models above, this study hopes to 

qualitatively explore the lived-experiences of small-scale farmers in a world undergoing climate 

shifts. The primary research questions guiding data collection and analysis include:  

 
●   What types of climate-related challenges do these small-scale farmers in the Pacific 

Northwest and the Northeast undergo?  

 

●   In what ways do farmers’ climate-related experiences interact with their pre-existing 

values, knowledge, and priorities to influence their climate narratives? 

 

●   How do small-scale farmers’ environmental values and climate experiences inform their 

decision-making process and any subsequent short or long-term management practices? 

Do these practices involve climate adaptation?  

 

●   What other factors influence farmers’ decision-making process and any subsequent short 

and long-term management practices? 

  

●   And how do government agency and land-grant institution-constructed knowledges of 

climate change adaptation influence small-scale agricultural systems?  
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Geographic Areas of Study 

Study Area I: The Pacific Northwest 

 
The geographic region west of the Cascade mountains is characterized by a cool or 

oceanic Mediterranean climate with wet winters and hot, dry summers (Akin 1991).  In the 

1850s, migration to California ignited a need for foodstuff and lumber, resulting in immediate 

and intense agricultural activity in the Willamette Valley and Puget Sound area (Robbins and 

Wolf 1994). In more modern times, some of the top commodity food and forage crops in Oregon 

and Washington include apples, wheat, potato, hay, cherries, grapes, and pears (USDA 2016; 

USDA 2017). The region’s mild climate and fertile soils are what many farmers credit as the 

reason for Oregon and Washington’s enormous agricultural diversity.  

Both Oregon and Washington are predicted to experience increasing atmospheric CO2 

concentrations (as is the rest of the globe), hotter average temperatures, changing patterns in 

precipitation, temperature extremes and unpredictability, natural hazards such as fire, and 

reductions in water supplies typically reserved for irrigation (Creighton et al. 2015). In fact, over 

the past one hundred years, the average annual temperature in the region has risen by 

approximately 1.3 degrees o F. (US EPA 2018). The Pacific Northwest is expected to experience 

large decreases in annual snowfall and summer precipitation, while winter rainfall is expected to 

increase (Washington State Department of Ecology 2012). However, studies predict that western 

portions of Oregon and Washington will be less affected than the interior of the states (Climate 

Impacts Group University of Washington 2013). Although the initial increase in CO2 and an 

extended growing season may be beneficial for some crops, it is likely that factors such as more 

frequent drought, and increases in weeds or pests may undermine any increase in crop yields 

(Dalton et al. 2017). Some of the key predicted impacts of climate change on both small and 
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large scale agriculture include: changes in crop productivity, decreases in water availability, 

increased stress from extreme events, reduced livestock productivity, and increased stress from 

invasive weeds, diseases and pests (Washington State Department of Ecology 2012). 

In the future, irrigation systems and water management will be of critical concern in 

order to adequately respond to heat and drought stress, as well as lengthened growing seasons. 

Thus, a potential effective strategy for climate change adaptation will be the examination of new 

crops or varieties (such as drought tolerant crops), as well as alternate farm management 

practices (Dalton et al. 2017). According to farmers, scientists, and government experts at a 

recent climate change scenarios / stakeholders workshop, the crops that are anticipated to 

“emerge or expand in the Northwest in coming years include peanuts, cotton, sweet potatoes, 

quinoa, and buckwheat. Winegrape growers consider crop quality over long time horizons, and 

based on projected climate shifts, may transfer where certain wine grape varietals are grown. 

These shifts would require transfer of water rights” (Dalton et al. 2010). 

Study Area II: The Northeast 

 
 Located approximately 160 miles inland from the Atlantic coast, the geographic area of 

the greater Berkshire and Taconic Mountain region straddles three states: Eastern New York, 

Western Massachusetts, and Southern Vermont. Out of reach of the ocean’s climate-moderating 

effects and resting at a higher elevation than the surrounding lowlands, the region experiences a 

humid continental climate. Thus, the winters are cold and snowy, the summers are hot and 

muggy, while precipitation is consistent and frequent year-round (Tobin et al. 2015). In the 

Northeast, a region where dairy farms once numbered over 10,000 strong, dairy farms have 

dwindled to fewer than 2,000 (Gardner and Simonds 2018). However, dairy remains a top 
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commodity, along with other important crops in the region: hay, apples, maple syrup, and corn 

(USDA 2012). 

In the past century, the Northeastern region of the United States has experienced an 

increase in temperature of almost 2oF. Over the next several decades, warming trends are 

forecasted to continue, with a predicted increase in temperature of 4.5 to 10 o F likely occurring 

by 2080 (USGCRP 2014). More frequent, more intense, and longer heat-wave are expected to 

accompany this upward temperature trajectory. In an area of already relatively high annual 

precipitation, researchers have observed an increase in annual rainfall amounts and sharp 

increase in heavy precipitation events (USGCRP 2014). Despite the likelihood that these events 

are expected to grow more frequent in future, drought conditions are also expected to occur in 

years when the timing of winter and spring precipitation leads to advanced snowmelt and 

accelerated evaporation under warmer climate scenarios (Walthall et al. 2012). Overall, extreme 

weather events (rainfall, snowfall, winds, sudden frosts, and drought) are anticipated to increase 

in frequency, severity, and variability (USGCRP 2014). 

 Just as in the Northwest, despite the benefits of increased CO2 and an extended growing 

season, these warmer and wetter conditions are likely to harbor exotic diseases and pests, as well 

as increase the intensity of such pressures (USGCRP 2014). Higher overall temperatures and 

temperature swings (such as cold snaps) during important crop developmental stages could be 

devastating for yields. In fact, some scientists predict that such obstacles will cause certain areas 

of the region to be inhospitable “for growing fruits, like apples and blueberries, and other crops, 

like grain and soybean” (USGCRP 2009). Crops that require a winter chilling period are likely to 

be most vulnerable, such as maple trees (USGCRP 2014).  
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Strategies for resilience and adaptation in this region include increasing soil organic 

matter, improving soil management practices (cover cropping, etc) to reduce erosion during high 

intensity rainfall events, implementing sustainable irrigation technologies, and expanding farm 

infrastructure / moving crops under cover for protection from extreme weather events. In an area 

where “variability and unpredictability” (Tobin, Lane, and Hoover 2018)  are expected to be the 

greatest obstacle, it will be critical to implement such strategies preemptively. It will likely be 

necessary to evaluate the potential for the expansion of new crops into the Northeastern U.S. 

sooner rather than later (Massachusetts Climate Change Adaptation Advisory Committee 2011). 

Methodology, Research Design, and Study Populations 

Methodology 

 
 This study incorporated both qualitative and quantitative research methods. The primary 

method of data collection used the narrative approach, conducted through the vehicle of semi-

structured interviews (SSIs) with small-scale food and forage farmers in the Pacific Northwest 

(Western Oregon and Washington) and the Northeast (Northwestern Massachusetts, Southern 

Vermont, Eastern New York).  A copy of the blank interview instrument is included in Appendix 

A.  
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Map 1. Approximate range of interviews in the Pacific Northwest and Northeast. 

Although written survey-methods have been conducted in agricultural research with great 

success in the past to gather information about farmer land management practices and attitudes, 

interview-based data collection processes are used less frequently in studies, likely due to 

logistical and resource constraints. Of course, survey methods have the advantage of breadth and 

generalizability, however, they lack the depth and detail that accompany face-to-face data 

collection through oral communication. In fact, generalized knowledge is perhaps less useful to 

this study than context-specific knowledge due the objectives of this study: to analyze the 

experiences of individuals, rather than the general attitudes of a very large sample. According to 

Uprichard and Byrne (2006), “Conventional, quantitative methods, in the form of surveys and 

opinion polls, if applied in isolation, do not adequately represent the diverse spaces of human 

cohabitation and experience.” In-depth qualitative studies have been conducted to characterize 

perceptions of climate change and farming adaptation in several developing countries, but as of 

now, few have been conducted within the United States—perhaps due to the privilege of climate 

and food security. We are not, as of now, perceived to be at the ‘brink.’  

It is important to note that this study is not generalizable among farmers—it is meant as 

an in-depth dive into the thoughts of specific small-scale farmers in an age of anthropogenic 

climate disruption. Ultimately, such qualitative research may point us towards the relevant areas 

ripe for future research: those topics most useful for farmers in a changing world. 

Research Design 

 
 The primary method of data collection for this study was through the use of semi-

structured interviews with a non-random sample of farmers at small-scale crop operations (n=32) 

in the Pacific Northwest (n=17) and the Northeast (n=15). Pacific Northwest interviews were 
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conducted during the months of July and August 2017, while Northeast interviews were 

conducted in January 2018. It is likely that the timing of interviews—during very hot and very 

cold months—had an impact on interviewee responses (Hamilton and Stampone 2013; Howe and 

Leiserowitz 2013). The interviewee pool was self-selecting and agreed to be interviewed, as is 

standard approach for social science agricultural research (Furman et al. 2011). Participants were 

found generally through online sources (such as the Oregon Tilth listing) or through individuals 

with local contacts, such as my thesis advisors. The sample size was constrained to farmers 

closer to my location (within a few hours of the Portland, OR metro area or Williamstown, MA). 

The majority of these interviews (31) were conducted on-site (at the farm), in-person, 

with one occurring over the phone at the interviewee’s discretion. This place-based approach 

allowed for me to experience the landscape, something that Riley (2010) claims “can provide a 

medium through which new, and often unforeseen, trajectories and narratives can develop.” 

Some interviews occurred with multiple farmers (occasionally a married pair) present. Before the 

process of recording and interviewing an individual, informed consent was obtained. All 

participants were guaranteed confidentiality in their responses so that they felt comfortable 

expressing any thoughts or opinions. The real names of farmers/farms, county locations, and 

specific attributes of individual farmers (such as age or race) have not been included in this 

report. 

Interviews lasted anywhere from 43 minutes to 2 hours and 52 minutes (generally, 

approximately an hour and a half) and were guided through the use of a pre-written interview 

instrument. This instrument was refined throughout the research period as more information was 

discovered to better tailor questions to the research at hand (the final version of this instrument is 

included in Appendix A). Interviews were recorded using a smartphone to allow for transcription 
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of relevant responses. Detailed notes were also taken during the interview process— both in 

regard to content of responses and ethnographic jottings of the surroundings. Later, these notes 

were used to pinpoint areas of interest in the audio recordings for specific transcription. Full 

transcription was impossible due to time constraints and lack of access to transcription software. 

These notes and selected transcriptions were then analyzed for patterns and trends, and 

supplemented with personal observation from field notes, etc.  

The interview protocol was designed to elicit information on farmers’ management 

practices, climate experiences, recent challenges (climate or other), and predictions for the 

future. This instrument was not always strictly followed during the interview process to allow the 

conversation to flow naturally and allow for the farmer’s own expertise and priorities to guide 

the discussion. This approach also enabled  “salient issues and insights to emerge 

spontaneously,”  to transcend “simple dichotomies (e.g., use/not use, trust/not trust)” (Crane et 

al. 2010) and to engender qualitative explanations or motivations behind the decisions 

underlying management practices (Hayman et al. 2007). As a result, not every farmer answered 

every question, creating some inherent limitations in the analysis.  

General Characteristics of Study Populations 

 
●   Farmer Profile 

 
 Farmers as a whole tended to be of Caucasian-descent and veered older, typical of the 

average farmer—58 years old— in the United States (USDA 2014). Specific statistics on age and 

race were not collected, in order to protect confidentiality. However, although the typical 

American farmer is male, nearly half of interviewed participants were female. In the Pacific 

Northwest, I interviewed 9 women, 6 men, and 2 male/female couples. In the Northeast, I 

interviewed 9 men, 3 women, and 3 male/female couples. In the interviews with couples, both 
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individuals tended to speak equal amounts. Although I did not collect specific information on 

farmers’ education levels, when asked about their training and past experiences, a large portion 

of farmers mentioned higher-level education— not always related to agriculture. Some of 

farmers had entered into the field later in life, as a second career. 

 
●   Farm Scale / Income 

 
Farm acreage, for the purposes of this study, is not always a good indicator of farm scale. 

For instance, small-scale farms in the Pacific Northwest, on average, have greater acreages than 

those in the Northeast (USDA 2012). Farm acreage may also vary significantly depending on 

types of crops grown. For example, a small-scale hay farm (20-300 acres) may cover more area 

than a small-scale vegetable operation (often less than 10 acres).  

As Pacific Northwest extension agencies were generally unwilling to provide contact 

information for confidentiality reasons, I had difficulty being preemptively certain that 

interviewees would fit the USDA definition of small-scale, which is fixed as “farms with less 

than $250,000 gross receipts annually on which day-to-day labor and management are provided 

by the farmer and/or the farm family that owns the production or owns, or leases, the productive 

assets” (USDA 1998). Fourteen of my seventeen Pacific Northwest farmers and 11 of 15 

Northeast farmers fit this strict income definition. Some of these farms may be small enough to 

be considered “microfarms,” which I would define to be grossing less than $10,000 a year (2 in 

the Pacific Northwest, 1 in the Northeast). For the farms who grossed an amount of annual 

income greater than $250,000, I would consider them to be either small relative for their industry 

(such as the boutique vineyard) or somewhere between small to mid-scale in size. In the 

Northeast, one outlier within the sample grossed $1.2 million from mostly vegetables. 
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●   Farm Typology 
 
I  aimed to choose participants who would, as a whole, paint a diverse and wide-ranging 

picture of the types of crops commonly grown in that region. Therefore, criterion sampling 

concentrated on crop farmers who grew vegetables, fruit, field crops, and forage. In the Pacific 

Northwest, I interviewed 17 farmers who focused in: annuals/produce (11), fruit and/or nut 

orchards (3), perennial berries/grapes (2) and hay (1). In the Northeast, the 15 farmers focused 

in: annuals/produce (10), fruit and/or nut orchards (2),  hay (2), and perennial berries (1). 

However, it is important to note that many of these farms were highly diversified, and that much 

overlap existed both in terms of crop type, but in the use of animal agriculture as well. The 

majority of these farms (26 of 32) were organic certified or used organic practices. Within 

Appendix A, Tables 1 and 2 have more detailed information on these farms. 
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CHAPTER II: Traces of Climate Change within Farmer Climate Narratives 

“If we had a perfect season every year, we'd have to retire we'd be so wealthy.”  
[Quiet Grove Farm] 

 
 

 
 In the decades to come, like all other regions of the United States, both the Pacific 

Northwest and the Northeast are predicted to experience rise in average air temperatures 

(Walthall et al. 2012). Many of the farmers interviewed for this study professed to observe this 

upward trend by referencing milder winters or hotter summers, corroborating scientific 

temperature monitoring of the past several decades. Since 1885, the Pacific Northwest 

experienced an increase of 1.3 o F (Mote et al. 2014), while the Northeastern states experienced 

an increase of 2 o F (USGCRP 2014). A temperature increase of one to two degrees Fahrenheit 

may seem insignificant, but in reality is enough to entirely shift typical climatic patterns and the 

cyclical environmental phenology associated with the seasons: a phenomenon known as season 

creep. In regions such as the Pacific Northwest and the Northeastern United States, this will 

likely result in warmer, shorter winters and an extended growing season (Cleland et al 2006; 

Linderholm 2006).  

This climate modification initially sounds ideal for agriculture, however, this shift is one 

that is both general and long-term. For farmers on the ground, changes in seasonal timing in the 

short-term are unpredictable and frustrating, and can be further aggravated by other climate 

change manifestations, such as temperature oscillation and out-of-place, severe weather events. 

Such extreme weather events may in turn exacerbate changes in phenology (Jentsch et al 2009). 

General circulation models, as outlined in the earlier chapter, predict that climate change will  
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induce an increase in the frequency, severity, and unpredictability of extreme weather events in 

both regions.  

This chapter presents the common themes that emerged from farmers’ climate narratives 

in regards to their observations and concerns about the changing climate by addressing these two 

questions: 

 
●   What types of climate-related challenges do these small-scale farmers in the Pacific 

Northwest and the Northeast undergo?  

and 

●   How do farmers’ climate-related experiences interact with their pre-existing values, 

knowledge, and priorities to influence their climate narratives? 
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Results 

Primary Challenges for Small-Scale Farmers 

 
Figure 1. Primary challenges for small-scale farmers in the Pacific Northwest (n=17) and 
Northeast (n=15) are labor (cost and finding help), financial stability and risk, and consumer pool 
marketing/competition issues. Only 7 of 32 farmers mentioned weather or climate issues when 
asked this question. Climate/extreme weather was more often mentioned by Northeast farmers as 
a primary challenge. 
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Climate-Specific Challenges 

 
Figure 2. Farmer responses to the question “Have you observed signs of a changing climate 
during your time as a farmer?” Forty-seven percent of Pacific Northwest farmers and 67% of 
Northeast farmers said “yes.” Northeast farmers may be saying “yes” in greater numbers due the 
sheer extremity of shifts that farmers profess to be experiencing. However, it is important to note 
that interview timing likely influenced responses to this question (Howe and Leiserowitz 2013). 

 
 
 
Figure 3. Climate-related challenges mentioned by farmers in the Pacific Northwest (n=17) and 
Northeast (n=15). In the Pacific Northwest, 94% of farmers, and in the Northeast, all 15 farmers 
mentioned experiencing challenges with general unpredictability or fluctuation in weather and 
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temperature throughout the year— whether they attribute this to a changing climate or attribute it 
to the inherent climate of the region.  
 
 
Climate-Related Challenges, sometimes resulting in crop 
damage/death PNW (n=17) NE (n=15) 
General unpredictability/fluctuation in weather and temperature 16 15 
General weather milding (especially winters) 3 7 
Season/sequential changes (ex: springs starting earlier) 5 11 

Stress from unpredictable, severe, and/or frequent extreme weather 
events 
Heat waves / drought 
Heavy rainfall events / flooding 
Cold-snaps and/or snow events 
Wind 

15 
8 
11 
6 
3 

15 
10 
13 
9 
5 

Issues potentially related to climate   
Issues with new or increased amounts of weeds 1 4 
Issues with new or increased amounts of pests 5 8 
Issues with new or increased amounts of disease 2 4 
Decreases or issues with water availability 5 1 
Table 1. Counts of primary climate-related challenges mentioned by farmers in the Pacific 
Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15). In the Pacific Northwest, 16 of the 17 farmers, and in 
the Northeast, all 15 farmers are experiencing challenges with general unpredictability or 
fluctuation in weather and temperature throughout the year— whether they attribute this to a 
changing climate or attribute it to the inherent climate of the region. 
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Figure 4. Pressures indirectly linked to climate that were mentioned by farmers in the Pacific 
Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15). Such challenges are potential traces of our changing 
climate and are predicted to become more frequent with the progression of climate change. 
Issues with increases or new types of pests were discussed most frequently, and discussed by 
35% of Pacific Northwest farmers and 53% of Northeastern farmers. 
 
 

Climate Accounts: 

General Unpredictability, Fluctuation, and Frequency of Extreme Climatic Events 
 

General Unpredictability 

In the Pacific Northwest, the interviewee farmers seemed more nonchalant about the 

changes observed than those interviewed in the Northeast. Two of the seventeen stated that they 

were not experiencing any more extreme weather than usual, and that any unpredictability was 

an innate characteristic of the region’s climate [Figure 1]. Some of the farmers swore that the 

recent shifting weather patterns and phenology of the region were indicative of our changing 

climate. Other farmers were unwilling to attribute temperature swings and extreme weather to 
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climate change directly; and although they had noticed an increase in frequency or severity of 

these events, they were uncertain as to whether these were weather anomalies or somehow tied to 

global/regional climate change. Of course, it is impossible to point at one or two weather events 

and attribute causation to a global phenomenon rather than to a vast number of other potential 

influencing factors. In the end, fifteen of the seventeen Pacific Northwest farmers interviewed 

stated that they were certain the weather was ‘weirder,’ whether climate change was accountable 

for this or not.      

However, it is certainly revealing that a vast majority of these case studies were in 

accordance with trends predicted by climate models—both in their general observations about 

climate and impressions about specific weather events. Concerns about current and future 

climate change were especially detectable among those with perennial crops. One farmer at a 

small, permaculture blackberry farm illustrates her phenological observations: 

 
In the last five years, it’s been all over the map. I’ve had plants, not just the blackberries, 
leafing out eight weeks earlier than they ever have. And if I look at my harvest records, in 
the last five years I’ve been harvesting some things 4 weeks earlier than I ever have. And 
seasons are either incredibly prolonged or, bang, cut short. And things have bolted like 
crazy… Things have been blooming earlier, leafing out earlier… there were areas [on the 
property] that have never ripened. Now it’s hard not having any sense of the ripening  
patterns [Blackberry Bramble Farm, PNW]. 

 
For many farmers who manage fruit/nut orchards, vineyards, and other perennial crops, climate 

change is a particularly concerning threat due to the inherent inflexibility of investing in tree and 

shrub crops. Although Pacific Northwest is one of the regions of the US that is predicted to be 

affected more mildly by climate change than others, it is also a major area for these types of 

crops. However, although Pacific Northwest perennial crop farmers seem particularly concerned 

(within the pool of interviewees), that does not indicate that that farmers who specialize in 
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annuals are totally unworried. At a winter vegetable CSA in Western Washington, the farmer 

stated: 

 
Predictability and fluctuation seems like our biggest thing right now. I know with 
weather, there's patterns and things change. But I mean, these last few years, it's just been 
crazy—like this last three summers. So hot, you know, especially the last couple too. This 
last winter was nuts! If it's not the wettest on record, then it's the coldest on record... It 
just doesn't seem like some average kind of thing. It definitely seems like there's more 
uncertainty and unpredictability and instability with the weather. I haven't studied it a ton, 
but that's just kind of sense I get [Deep Roots Farm, PNW]. 
 

In this case however, managing annuals allows for more flexibility in the implementation of 

quick-turnaround adaptation strategies involving experimenting with new, hardy varieties or 

crops altogether. 

This unpredictability was especially noted by farmers in the Northeast, who mentioned 

unexpected extreme temperature swings and rare weather events as becoming more frequent. All 

fifteen farmers stated that these events have either presented challenges or become more severe 

in recent years [Figure 3]. “Weirder” or more variable weather and changes in regional 

phenology emerged as prominent themes among farmers’ narratives. Northeastern farmers also 

seemed more ready to attribute these shifts to climate change [Figure 2]—perhaps due to the 

severity of the weather events and unsettling disruptions of the familiar four seasons—although 

many farmers continued to remain tentative to give causal conjectures. One farmer at a small 

vegetable CSA and direct-sale operation mentioned that he has kept meticulous weather records 

since the 1980s, when he began to farm. He stated: 

 
The weather's getting kinda wacky. Every year now, for the last several years, we'll have 
some really wet spells and then we'll have close to drought conditions. And they're not 
real consistent in terms of timing [Quiet Grove Farm, NE]. 
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It is the combination of unpredictability, severity, and frequency of extreme weather that 

especially challenging for farmers in the Northeast. At a larger CSA in the Berkshires, the farmer 

explains in detail by discussing the erratic nature of weather events: 

 
I think it's just, you know, climate change is massive and that's the big one [challenge], 
and it has manifested itself most recently in extreme weather events. You have extreme 
drought here, a lot of rain, a lot of wind. It's just, it's not consistent—and not that farming 
was ever consistent in the time that we've been here. But we've noted a dramatic 
difference from our early years to more recent years and the weather. It wasn’t this past 
year, but the year before we had a drought. We had a frost on June 6th and it was a warm 
drought year and it was a really warm winter. The latest frost we had up until that time in 
the previous years was around May 22nd. And it was just a very bizarre... 
 
And just this year, we had frost on September 1st on this farm. Our regular frost here is 
around September 25th. Wasn't a really hard frost, but it was enough to kill the tops of 
some things, it'll kill the sweet potatoes. And then after that 31 degree night, you know, 
we had a number of days which were in the eighties and we had such a warm October. 
And so it keeps presenting new challenges. Never did I think last year there'd be any 
chance of us getting a frost September 1st... One of our jobs as farmers is trying to keep 
planning around all of these contingencies and what if this could happen or if that could 
happen. And then, you know, it just keeps throwing in new interesting curve balls. So 
how do you plan for something that you can't plan for? [Bumblebee Farm, NE]. 

 
One dairy cattle farmer, who also grows hay and other crops, was particularly perturbed by 

fluctuating seasonal variation: 

Everything is now chronologically different [referring to phenology]. This is an out of 
control situation. This is the big problem. And it's becoming challenging, and it's hard to 
get people to want to do it [farming] because it's frustrating. And there's no norms. All 
norms are off the table. Do not think you know what to do next. Because the birds are 
coming back in different orders. For twenty years, when the columbines were in bloom, I 
was out on the mower cutting my first row of hay. Now it could be the columbines come 
out a month earlier or they might come out three weeks later. The flowers are out of 
order. Things are blossoming in different ways so the buds have changed. We have ticks 
now. We never used to have ticks. All the ash trees have died. These are all things that 
could be cyclical, but it's so powerfully strong that there's no sequence to the weather. 
There's no sequence to the things you used to do in an order. You have to be on guard at 
all times. Is it time to plant oats? It could be March and it could be May. You really don't 
know. You have to be so in-tune. You have to disappear into it and find out what is going 
to work. You have to be ready to change your crop at all times. And you have to be ready 
to re-plow. Well, you used to hay in May? Well, it might be August this year that you 
make your hay. It might be good quality hay.  
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That's the thing that's really frustrating. This year we thought the hay was going to be 
terrible because we had to do the hay late because of all those rains. Some of the later 
hays that we've made— traditionally the worst quality hay ever—is great because of the 
undergrowth and the temperature of the ground was good. Whatever it was, I don't even 
know. The grasses just matured at a different stages and different times... So yeah, it's 
chronologically different and it's frustrating because a lot of the time the types of people 
who are in farming like the routine of it and feel comforted by the seasons and the cycles. 
And when they get ripped out, it's very disconcerting and people have a hard time staying 
steady. People are losing it over this...  

 
What I experienced in farming before is that before we had seasons. We have to stop 
thinking like that now... now the thing that's become evident is you no longer can be held 
up by those traditional seasons.... You need to be ready to plow even though it's sap 
season. You need to be ready to prune trees even though it isn't the time yet-— in the 
calendar way [Happy Cows Farm, NE]. 
 

 
Although farms with higher crop diversity may be financially protected in the event of a climate-

related crop failure, the unpredictability of weather events and seasonal changes can make 

managing a highly diverse farm challenging. As discussed in the passage above, these types of 

challenges can hit farmers hard, who must stay—increasingly—on their toes and ready to adapt 

their farm management strategies at a moment’s notice.  

Heatwaves, Drought, and Water Availability 

 
Of all the weather events discussed with farmers in the Pacific Northwest, heatwaves and 

drought were among those of highest concern. Much of this may have to do with the complex 

water rights systems found in Western North America, but also the already arid summers of the 

region. During the summer of 2017, when I was conducting interviews, the region was 

undergoing a drought and received approximately an inch of rain during the month of June, and 

virtually no rain in July and August (National Weather Service Forecast Office, 2018). In the 

Pacific Northwest, according to farmers interviewed, rising air temperatures have primarily 

manifested in hotter summer days—causing heatwaves and droughts—and milder winters.  
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Of the seventeen farmers interviewed in the Pacific Northwest, ten pointed to heat spikes, 

heatwaves, drought or water availability as top priority issues. One woman who operates a small 

vegetable CSA in rural Washington County stated, “It got up to 104 last year [2016]… and I 

don’t ever remember it ever being 104 degrees in Western Oregon, and I’ve lived here since 

1990” [Hillside Farm, PNW]. Another farmer mentioned that she had never experienced 

sunscald on raspberries before—a concern voiced by three other interviewees who have observed 

sun damage in recent years [Tea Flower Farm, PNW].  

Of course, weather records indicate that the region regularly experiences three-digit 

temperature spikes during the summer months. For example, in July of 1942, the Portland metro 

area reached a record 107 degrees Fahrenheit and the vast majority of summers have heat waves 

of 100+ degree weather (NOAA 2017).  However, climate data shows that in the past several 

decades, average spring and summer temperatures in the Pacific Northwest have only increased 

(Westerling et al. 2006). In fact, much to the worry of regional climate researchers, 2015 was 

shown to be the hottest year on record for Oregon and Washington (NOAA 2016). Currently, 

nighttime heat waves in the two states have been shown to already be increasing—consistent 

with rising minimum temperatures throughout the 20th century—while daytime heat waves are 

expected to become more frequent and severe in the future (Kunkel et al. 2010; Bumbaco et al. 

2013). As of now, it is premature to use the historical weather record to assert a trend of 

increasing daytime heat events during the summer months (Bumbaco et al. 2013). 

However, for farmers in the Pacific Northwest who are located further east, the 

uncertainty of water availability during times of drought has become a persistent source of 

anxiety. In one instance, a small-scale conventional cherry orchardist on the Washington state 

side of the Columbia River Gorge divulged the hardship associated with four years of drought 
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and the subsequent strain of increasing her irrigation season. She later went on to describe the 

her worries regarding future water availability:  

 
From what I've read in county documents—and I haven't researched this extensively—
but the local water table’s been dropping since about 2010. And as the place continues to 
get more developed, and there’s more draw, it's not going to get any better. Hopefully, it 
got recharged this year since it's been more wet [in the winter/spring], but having to use 
more irrigation is not cool [Cherry Orchard Farm, PNW].  
 
In fact, researchers have observed a decrease in summer and fall precipitation events and 

intensified potential evapotranspiration over the past four decades, engendering climatic-induced 

water deficits (Abatzoglou et al. 2014). The farmer at Cherry Orchard also stated that she expects 

large snowfall events to become rarer in the future and predicts the weather will “get weirder,” 

with more precipitation as rain in the wintertime and less snowpack formation— resulting in a 

decrease of springtime snowmelt and irrigation water. Such a scenario will further exacerbate 

drought conditions. This conjecture is fully supported by research, which shows that scientists 

have known for over a decade that the changing climate is responsible for recent declines in 

mountain snow resources due to earlier reduced snow accumulation and earlier spring snowmelt 

(Walthall et al. 2012; Mote et al 2018).  However, due to the unpredictability and fluctuation 

described in the earlier section, this past winter was one marked by inordinate precipitation 

[snowfall] and unforeseen cold snaps. The same orchardist stated: 

 
This year it's been all the excessive precip [winter snowfall] that we've had, where we 
had tons of snow on the ground for a really long time. Locals were telling me they've 
never seen anything like it here in their lives. They're my age and they've been around for 
decades and decades… So a lot of persistent moisture and I know it was hard for pruning. 
I was out pruning in snowshoes. When the buds were starting to develop, we still had 
snow on the ground. We couldn’t get tractors in on the field— a lot of people had access 
problems… And then I noticed I had a lot of tree deaths and I don't know if it would have 
happened otherwise… 
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So yeah, drought, more water-use, along with declining aquifers, and declining 
snowpack… And with the milder winters you don't get that insect die-off. Generally 
warmer weather is perfect for fungus and mildew development. This will mean more pest 
and disease problems… [Cherry Orchard Farm, PNW]. 
 

Observations about milder winters are in line with the climate science observations, which have 

recorded a warming trend in the region for every summer, autumn and winter season since 1901 

(Abatzoglou et al. 2014). Farmers located further west also experienced the massive snowfall in 

the winter of 2016/2017. One farmer at a winter vegetable CSA claimed:  

 
I grew up here, you know, I remember we'd get like a little bit of snow here and there, so 
I'd get a couple of days off from school. But never like tons, never huge ice storms. We 
probably had some, but not as many as I remember. I was also younger, you know, you 
don't remember things the same way [Deep Roots Farm, PNW].  

 
 
However, these farms located further west seemed less concerned with the simultaneous upward 

summer temperature trend, assured by their ability to irrigate from a perpetually-saturated water 

table.  

Cold Snaps 

 
In the Greater Berkshires and Taconic regions, farmers were less phased by extreme heat 

during the summer (though this is likely an artifact of the timing of the interviews in January). 

Although drought was mentioned by ten of the fifteen farmers in passing—and is predicted to 

increase in severity/frequency/length in the coming decades (Wolfe et al. 2018)—most seemed 

more shaken by what some called “weather weirding” during the region’s traditionally cold and 

snowy winters. The general consensus was that winters and early spring, in general, are 

becoming milder in average temperature, but punctuated more frequently by extreme weather— 

such as severe and/or prolonged temperature swings and a lack of snow. Climate change is 

forecasted to result in a drastic decline in snow-covered winter days throughout the Northeastern 
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U.S (Frumhoff et al. 2007). One U-Pick blueberry farmer in the Hoosick, NY area illustrates this 

with an anecdote: 

 
But basically, once it got cold, it would stay cold for most of the winter [in the past]. 
You'd have an occasional day of where it would break the rule... When I first moved here 
in 2007, the winter of 2007/2008, it was really strange. It froze for two weeks and then it 
thawed. And then it played around with a weird mucky mess. It never really froze again. 
It was just not winter. It was just playing around with changing the whole time. For a 
grower, that's a big deal because you have to have dormancy— which can't break. So 
having winters that are unpredictable like that... and it happened again the following year, 
but it froze a little longer then. Now, since then, we've had some winters that have been 
cold. Some of them without snow at all. But we've never gotten that same steady amount 
of snow that we used to have. And that's been a trend for my whole life. Because I grew 
up in Southern New York, and a slightly different climate, but we used to get so much 
snow in the winter. Now when they get snow— not much... We used to get these large 
snowstorms down there, and I'm 71, we could make forts. But that doesn't happen down 
there anymore. The zones have changed… I know that I couldn't have grown lavender 
here twelve years ago because it would've been too cold, so me growing lavender this far 
north is a new development... 
 
This year the biggest challenge— now that we have the weeds under control which 
normally would be our biggest challenge— is the weather. We don't know whether we're 
going to get hail and lose our blueberries.  
 
And there have been years we've been crossing our fingers because the flowers are not 
hardy once they’re open. Once the berry is there, and you have a 32 degree night, you can 
kiss your crop goodbye. There were two years in a row when just after the berries started 
to form, the temperature went down two nights in a row to 33… It’s usually when there’s 
a weather inversion and the cold is sitting under a hot pocket… A big grower would use a 
windmill to churn the air up, but it’s not something we can get  [Blueberry Fields Farm]. 

 
Similarly, an apple orchardist in the area has also encountered issues with cold weather in the 

spring: 

 
It's hard to get consistency through the weather...It can affect us when the bloom comes 
for the apples in May. If leading up to that, when the buds are starting to grow, if we dive 
down below freezing, that causes damage. And that'll either damage the crop or wipe it 
out... Luckily last year, it didn't happen, so we had a pretty good crop. But the year 
before, it did [2016]. In 2016, we had roughly a 40% loss. Some orchards were much, 
much higher than that, so we were lucky to have only that much of a loss  [Apple Haven 
Farm, NE]. 
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In fact, researchers predict that one of the vulnerabilities Northeastern farmers will face in the 

coming decades—especially perennial growers—will be a greater frost risk in early spring 

associated with warmer winter/spring temperatures, despite predictions of a longer growing 

season and overall decreases in freezing days across the country (Rawlins et al. 2016; Wolfe et 

al. 2018). However, cold snaps can be equally devastating to farms that primarily specialize in 

annuals, such as a small vegetable farm in the Berkshires: 

 
The other thing too is the late killing frosts, or freezes, I should say. It'll start warming up 
in late March, everything looks great, even though it's warming up too soon. We have a 
small orchard and the apples will bloom and then we'll get in the teens or lower at night. 
And there goes the apple crop. This year we missed it, but it happened three out of the 
past four years. You know, we haven't been here that long [farm started in 1984], so it's 
hard to say if it's global warming or not, but it's definitely gotten screwy. 

 
And then this winter we had the severe cold burst. The longest we've ever seen it. We 
generally have greens all through the winter, but we've been off greens for four weeks, 
six weeks. Because it's just too cold and they [the greens] aren't growing back. 
 
It's funny though because we've had colder weather, but it was that length of time [that 
was unusual]. We don't get as much snow as we used to get… [Quiet Grove Farm, NE]. 

 
 
In the Pacific Northwest, more recent extreme cold snaps have also been a shock to 

farmers more accustomed to a temperate, semi-Mediterranean climate. At a larger, year-round 

vegetable CSA, the farmers illustrated this by stating: 

 
We’re getting more extreme changes and that is one thing that is so hard with vegetables. 
We grow a lot of things in the winter that can go down to 10 degrees, but they can only 
go down to 10 degrees in a very specific way. They need conditioning to go [down]… 
just like any living thing, your cells need time. So if it goes from 40 during the day to a 
day that’s 18, you lose tons of stuff. Whereas if it goes from 40 down to the 30s down 
into the 20s, you can go down to 10 degrees. But that’s what we’re having less and less 
of. Instead, we’re having this dive in November when everything has been frost-free until 
the end of November, or close to frost-free, and then it goes down to 20 and we’ve been 
having really devastating events. 
 
Things that should survive, don’t  [Woodridge Farm, PNW]. 
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For farmers managing perennials, this can be especially devastating. As of now, climate research 

has been focused on the implications of overall warmer winters and the threat of disturbed 

dormancy of perennials (Houston et al. 2018). But at Filbert Fields Farm, a hazelnut and fruit 

orchard, approximately 90% of the peach trees were devastated by bacterial canker in the winter 

of 2016/2017. The farmer suspects that it was the unusual cold that made the trees susceptible to 

the disease. He states: 

 
Ever since people started bringing up global warming, I’ve lost more crops and trees to 
freeze than I ever did before anyone ever mentioned that word. So, I’m not so impressed 
with global warming since it got colder [Filbert Fields Farm, PNW]. 

 
This farmer plans to re-plant his peach orchard with hazelnuts— a hardier perennial that now has 

a hazelnut blight-resistant variety.  

For specialty, niche farms, these cold snaps can take their toll as well. At a Pacific 

Northwest winter vegetable CSA, the farmer discusses the risks he takes in choosing to grow 

only during the cold months: 

 
But now it just seems like everything's a lot more of everything when it happens. You 
know what I mean? So yeah, that's definitely been like kind of crazy, especially when it's 
all these records being broken. And especially for like the winter [cold] because it's like 
I'm growing is like, I'm hoping that it stays about 15 most of the time because once it gets 
down to 10, I start losing a lot of vegetables. And here, usually, that doesn't happen. No, 
usually I think most average winters that we'll get into the twenties maybe to the high 
teens at night—like for like a night or something we’ll dip down to there and everything's 
fine with that. But I'm going to start seeing like longer periods and having that like we 
didn't ever have that. I remember, you know, that wasn't really a thing that was 
challenging…. Growing stuff during the winter is more ‘you don't really know’—you 
can't depend on the weather, and the severity of the weather can really impact crops and 
you can't replant. So what I'm doing is riskier as it is. It's a riskier at time to grow… NS 
we've selected and honed and learned from lots of, well not lots of failures, but enough 
failures of certain varieties in crops to know when to pull things. When you know 
something needs an emergency cover up, when something needs to be harvested. And so 
we have a better sense just from experience of what to expect [Deep Roots Farm, PNW]. 
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Extreme Rainfall & Flooding 

 
For farmers in the Pacific Northwest, the winter and spring of 2017 were exceptionally 

wet years. These wet springs are in-line with climate data for the region which observe a trend 

towards cooler, wetter springs since 1980; regional climate change models forecast a 

continuation of these wet springs and milder winters (Abatzoglou et al. 2014). One couple who 

run a large vegetable CSA illustrated the hardships of this lengthy period of rainfall as being 

“more unpredictable, and more extreme” with an anecdote: 

 
Our biggest challenge is when we get too much [precipitation]... On the East Coast, you 
depend on precipitation in the summer for growing, but on the West Coast, we get three 
months of drought. So everyone is irrigating their crops. We haven’t had an issue with 
too little precipitation, because we irrigate, but this spring we had an issue where it didn’t 
stop raining until June and it was really hard to get into the fields and plant stuff. All the 
farmers were tearing out their hair because it was like forced inactivity and you knew 
your windows of opportunity were closing....We paid for that bad bed preparation with 
weeds and with really difficult digging. We planted new potatoes… just about killed us to 
dig it. So weeds have been bad this year because of the rain… [Woodridge Farm, PNW]. 
 

These rainfall events not only hinder farmers from doing standard activities such as planting, but 

also have damaging effects on the crops and soils as well. This is especially true for more 

delicate fruits, as explained by the conventional cherry orchardist in Washington: 

  
Wetter weather in the spring and more rains when your fruit is starting to ripen up can 
also be part of it. That's bad because when cherries are ripening and they get wet, they 
split. And so if you have more rain at the wrong time it can really damage your crop... 
Yeah, my first year that happened— they got rained on a couple times and there was this 
complete deluge on the cherries. Once they start getting color, they're really susceptible. 
But some of the things I do—like all commercial growers—is spray gibberellic acid to 
help with fruit size and quality. After you spray, your cherries are more susceptible to the 
rain and so you're usually doing that before the cherry start to get color, so that can bump 
up your susceptibility window by a couple weeks or more. But my first year, they got all 
wet since we got this crazy rain episode that lasted 36 or 48 hours.. and the fruit just 
totally blew up. That was my lowest income level of the five years [as a farmer]. I think I 
only made like 10 grand from the packing plant that year and it was really hard to get 
even that… [Cherry Orchard Farm, PNW] 
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In the Northeast, wet weather was on the minds of nearly every farmer I interviewed, 

with thirteen of the fifteen farmers citing extreme rainfall events as a hardship. The farmer at a 

small-scale vegetable CSA characterizes this shift by stating:  

 
We used to get days with long, steady rains. You could almost count on getting days of 
steady rain. And now, they come in downbursts. And we could get a couple inches an 
hour or more. One summer, in 15 minutes, we got 2 inches of rain. And when it comes 
down that fast, it doesn't have a chance to soak in...We had the biggest onions we've ever 
had this year because of all the rain this spring. Which is a mixed blessing because they 
kinda scare people [laughter]... On the other hand, in 2009, that was just a wet year. It 
was terrible. We had carrots rotting in the ground. We've lost most of our strawberries 
this year [2017]. Just too much water, they were water-logged. Their shelf-life was 
literally hours [Quiet Grove Farm, NE]. 
 

Similar to the experiences of farmers in the Pacific Northwest, many farmers in the Northeastern 

region specifically referenced 2017 as an exceptionally wet year, to the point of disrupting 

typical farm operations, constricting the growing season, and even devastating yields. In fact, 

climate data has shown that the last two decades (1991-2012) in the Northeast, were rainier on 

average than the first six decades of the twentieth century by approximately 10-15% and severe 

rainfall events have increased in amount by 71% since 1958—exceeding nationwide average 

increases in precipitation by leaps and bounds (Walsh et al. 2014). These heavy precipitation 

events are predicted to only get more severe, frequent, and unpredictable in the coming decades 

(Wolfe et al. 2018).  

At Blueberry Fields Farm, the U-Pick blueberry operation near Hoosick, NY, the farmer 

remembered the challenge of having wet weather in 2017 from early springtime through mid-

July, making her hay harvest particularly difficult. She had a poor first cutting and was unable to 

get a second cutting of hay, causing her income to be significantly lower that year. After this 

rain, she then experienced drought where “it just wouldn’t rain” [Blueberry Field Farm]. At other 

farms, this rainfall resulted in severe flooding. A dairy cattle and hay farmer referenced six 
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inches of rain that caused flooding in July—an event that was also devastating to several other 

farmers in the Taconic region. She was struck “speechless” because she had never expected her 

farm to “look like a lake” [Happy Cows Farm]. At a larger CSA located by a river, this was 

taken to the extreme, where they lost between 20-25% of total crop yields: 

 
The unpredictable severity of the weather— I mean, we've had two 100-year floods in six 
years. Whereas the farmer who was here before us didn't have one flood incident... It's 
almost like we're getting used to it, but you can't predict it. We used to say, ‘Okay it's 
going to be a cold, wet spring and then it'll be summer.’ We knew what the pattern was. 
That's been disrupted. This year, we've told people, ‘Yeah, it's been a pretty good year. It 
was the coldest, wettest spring ever. We had a devastating flood, a bit of a drought. And 
two hailstorms. And we still did okay.’ But any one of those things, even five years ago, 
we would have said, ‘Oh my god’ at. I think it really is impacting. I know for some 
farmers, they're using more of the high tunnels to help control that situation…   
 
[Male partner] is incredibly resilient. That happened on a Sunday and on Monday 
morning he was looking for potato seed to replant. Never in our lives of farming— for a 
long time now—would we ever dreamed of planting potatoes on July 3rd [Fresh Veg 
Farm, NE]. 
 
 

In tandem with increases in precipitation, flooding events are also forecasted to become more 

common and more severe in the decades to come (Peterson et al. 2013; Wuebbles et al. 2014) —

a prediction that perhaps has heavy implications for the financial security of low-lying farms. 

 

Winds 
 Although changes in wind patterns are difficult to predict, extreme wind events are likely 

to increase frequency and severity along with the increases in hurricanes and nor’easters 

predicted to occur in the Northeastern United States due to climate change (Frumhoff 2007). In 

the greater Taconic region, extreme winds and even tornado-like conditions were also cited by 

three farmers as a more recent phenomenon: 
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Extreme weather events?! This year [2017], it was Mid-March, and up here we were 
experiencing 50 mile an hour winds and below zero weather... and it was just really hard 
work to keep them alive [livestock]. The storm went on for a week or ten days. Then in 
May, we had an incident, and I've had many incidents where we've had tornadoes and 
different things, but I've never had an incident where we're hollering across the line, "Get 
down! Duck!" And we had that this year— where the wind came through and the dust 
balls were so, so strong, you had to hit the ground. We were trying to get the generator 
and we realized we couldn't stand. So that's really extreme. I had maybe one other instant 
of tornado-type weather where a kid got blown over… That wind storm, we lost so many 
of the big, old trees. Like the 100 year old trees. We had to do a lot of work in repairs... 
Honestly, I'm trying to put it down behind me and forget what happened in 2017 because 
it was so extreme [Happy Cows Farm, NE]. 

 

Discussion 

 
These climate experiences of farmers in both the Pacific Northwest and the Northeast 

detail many weather anomalies that, when taken as a whole, appear to point towards the climate 

change observations and predictions made by scientists for the two regions. Although these 

events cannot be taken as direct evidence of climate change, perhaps they can be examined as the 

traces or fingerprints of a changing climate in the context of both scientific records of warming 

trends and the predictions of intensifying future conditions. Of course, among researchers, the 

idea of climate change as a perceivable phenomenon is controversial (Akerlof 2013). 

Nevertheless, as there is evidence that “perceived direct experience of environmental changes or 

events deemed to be manifestations of climate change” impact an individual’s “risk perception, 

acceptance, belief certainty, distress, and psychological and behavioural adaptation… and can 

foster a contextualized and more personally meaningful realisation of what climate 

change…ultimately means, locally and globally” (Reser et al. 2014). Anecdotal evidence has 

long been discounted as a swift recipe for fallacy, though when used in conjunction with data 

and statistical analysis, I propose it provides something just as valuable: a testament to lived 

experience. Who better to provide this testament to the changing climate than farmers—who 
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interact with, observe, and try to anticipate a dynamic bio-environment on a daily basis, 

providing them with an intimate knowledge of climate and phenology.  

 

Farmers’ Environmental Values and Narratives 

In order to get a more complete picture of the values behind farmers’ land-use approach 

and subsequent management practices, I asked farmers about their farming philosophy or 

approach. The purpose of this question was to see in what ways farmers constructed meanings 

related to their relationship with the land or surrounding environment. Farmers often answered 

with statements along the lines of: 

 
●   “Nature-based, soil first” [Snowy Road Farm, NE]. 

 
●   “I practice permaculture and agroforestry, but mostly it [the process] just 

happens” [Blackberry Bramble Farm, PNW]. 
 

●   “I try to work with the land and be the least impactful [to the surrounding 
environment as I can” [Small Potato Farm, PNW]. 

 
●   “Working with the whole, natural system while making sure to build my soils.” 

[Osprey, PNW]. 
 

●   “We try to treat the land with respect” [Quiet Grove Farm Farm, NE]. 
 

●   “I plant for diversity and abundance” [Organic Fields Farm, PNW]. 
 

●   “My faith is in [plant/soil] health… I’m just a supporter of whatever is growing… 
a steward” [Happy Cows Farm, NE]. 

 
 
With an example of a more rare answer being: 
 
 

●   “We grow what the consumers demand— what the customers ask for” [Apple 
Orchards Farm, NE]. 
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In both the Pacific Northwest and the Northeast, a tone of respect for “soil,” “nature,” “the 

environment,” or “the whole system” permeated interviews, and farmers often justified their 

management practices by this set of values. Some farmers cited previous experiences in 

sustainable farming programs or influential mentoring as one reason why they hold such beliefs. 

A common narrative of “nature-as-partner” (Lejano et al. 2013) also often underpinned 

explanations, with farmers acknowledging the environment itself as a player or agent within the 

process of farming—recognizing its collaborative role in the process of shaping the landscape 

over time and space (Ingold 1993), as well as its ability to ultimately ensure crop success or 

failure.  

 The concept of stewardship or ‘farmer as caretaker,’ has long been rooted in American 

agrarian practice (Peterson 1991). Although mastery over nature dominated the agricultural 

inclination for centuries (Cronon 1983) and perhaps for millennia (Scott 2017), such an attitude 

has become anachronistic today, especially among organic or “sustainable” growers (Mccann 

1997; Duram 1999).  However, although this “love of the land” is easily applied to more 

malleable elements of nature—such as soils which can be amended, shaped, and nurtured—

weather or the general climate is treated within the interviews as a disruptive force: 

unpredictable, uncontrollable, untrustworthy, and therefore inherently unknowable.  

Climate as Unpredictable and Untrustworthy 

Thus, a dominant theme emerges among farmers’ climate narratives: climate becomes an 

adversarial ‘other’ (Brons 2015) rather than part of the typical narrative of ‘nature as partner.’ Of 

course, the climate is inherently full of uncertainty; it always never been imagined as a static 

force (Hulme 2017).  My farmers too, have a dry take on it— as one of the Pacific Northwest 

farmers said, meteorologists “can’t even predict next weekend’s weather” [Filbert Fields Farm]. 
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The ever-changing essence of climate and its role as a shaping force, then, have provoked 

underlying (or more pointed) climate discourses of fear and blame, both historically and in 

quotidian society (Hulme 2017). These latent, pervasive narratives of fear and blame towards 

climate may, in part, give rise to the narrative of climate as an “unpredictable” and 

“untrustworthy” agent in the experiences of these farmers. 

Within the interviews above, severity and unpredictability became the most common 

threads through which recent climate experiences were linked, rather than type of weather or 

timing/season. Unpredictability, then, has become the dominant characteristic that these farmers 

attached to the phenomenon of a shifting climate. However, this unpredictability is often framed 

relative to a time when the climate more familiar, more predictable, and thus the shifting climate 

is also viewed as untrustworthy: farmers can no longer “count” on “long, steady rains” [Quiet 

Grove Farm] or certain amounts of snow in the winter [Blueberry Fields Farm]. Farmers have 

begun to become accustomed to this type of unpredictability and expect it, especially in the 

Northeast. As the farmer at Fresh Veg Farm said above, “It's almost like we're getting used to it, 

but you can't predict it.” However, then the question becomes “How do you plan for something 

you can’t plan for?” [Bumblebee Farm]. Another farmer points to vigilance as her primary 

method of coping with this unpredictability: 

There's no sequence to the things you used to do in an order. You have to be on guard at 
all times. Is it time to plant oats? It could be March and it could be May. You really don't 
know. You have to be so in tune. You have to disappear into it and find out what is going 
to work....  
 
So yeah, it's  chronologically different and it's frustrating because a lot of the time the 
types of people who are in farming like the routine of it and feel comforted by the 
seasons and the cycles. And when they get ripped out, it's very disconcerting and people 
have a hard time staying steady. People are losing it over this... [Happy Cows Farm]. 
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Being “on guard” or “in tune” with the climate are, perhaps, two contrasting statements, but both 

imply a necessarily high degree of awareness. Although farmers must also practice vigilance 

with other aspects of the surrounding farm landscape— such as soil and plant health— farmers 

spoke of these elements with a degree of trust, invoking their faith in the idea of ‘nature as 

partner’ and confidence in their own skills. Since farmers are able to internalize previous land-

related challenges, they can then use those experiences as valuable knowledge and cope with 

future challenges. However, when the main challenge becomes uncertainty itself, the climate 

system is viewed through the lens of the unpredictable, the undependable, the unfamiliar, and 

thus, the unknowable. 

Climate as Uncontrollable 

 The other trend observed in farmers’ climate experiences was the narrative of climate / 

weather as increasingly wild or uncontrollable— a concept fundamentally discordant with the 

environmental narrative of ‘nature as partner.’ This viewpoint echoes historical narratives about 

‘nature as wild,’ a force needing to be tamed (Gómez-Pompa and Kaus 1992), which likely 

stems from Hulme’s (2017) ideas about climate as feared or blamed in civilization. Although the 

‘nature as partner’ model acknowledges the agency of natural forces on the farm landscape 

(Ingold 1993), it does not account for nature’s disruptive forces in the agricultural process. More 

generally, the elements of nature viewed as subversive (climate, weeds, pests, disease) were not 

held in the same positive light as elements of nature such as “soil,” “water,” and “microbes.” 

Terms such as “crazy” [Deep Roots Farm] or “out of control” [Happy Cows Farm] were 

commonly applied to illustrate farmers’ frustration and surprise at climate shifts. These attitudes 

were especially common when discussing the most severe and unpredictable extreme weather 

events outlined above, such as storms and temperature swings: 
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Instead, we’re having this dive in November—when everything has been frost free until 
the end of November, or close to frost-free— and then it goes down to 20 and we’ve been 
having really devastating events… Things that should survive, don’t [Woodridge Farm]. 
 

The attribute of ‘wild’ or ‘uncontrollable’ is ascribed most often to climate patterns or weather 

events that are of the most severe degree, or “devastating.” This type of devastation often 

coincides with crop loss— an occurrence that is often felt by farmers deeply. However, one 

method of coping with these feelings of farmers’ loss of control in the ‘farmscape’ include 

moving under cover—through the use of high tunnels and other infrastructure—and thus, 

partially obstructing farm – environment (‘whole system’) interaction [see Chapter III: 

Adaptation]. 

Climate as Inconsequential  

Within my small sample, all interviewed farmers acknowledged the existence of climate 

change—with only one or two skeptical of impending major global impacts within the next 

century. Many of these farmers professed to experience signs of a shifting climate [Figure 2].  

And yet, climate was rarely mentioned as a primary challenge. Perhaps one of the most 

interesting findings of this study, is that of the small-scale farmers I interviewed, very few 

considered climate or weather difficulties as a primary challenge. In fact, only 7 of the 32 

farmers I interviewed immediately stated that climate/weather was a primary obstacle [Figure 1]. 

Farmers discussed their inability to think long-term because of more pressing short-term 

concerns: daily farm tasks/operations, financial concerns, a shrinking labor pool, and consumer 

markets. However, when I probed for more details on the kinds of challenges farmers were 

experiencing specifically in regard to weather, farmers were able to go in detail and at great 

length of the historic and more recent climate challenges that they had encountered.  
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Thus, although it seems that weather / climate seem to serve as impediments to fully 

productive or efficient farming, in most cases, it is not immediately considered the most pressing 

issue. Some could argue that that this pattern of responses may arise from the cognitive 

dissonance that pervades society as a whole: a concession to the existence of climate change, but 

a denial that it will negatively impact him or herself significantly on an individual-level in the 

present or the long-term. Leiserowitz (2006) found that Americans perceive climate change as a 

distant threat: both geographically and temporally. Although extreme climate events derive their 

power from their unpredictability in the short-term, in the longer-term they are tamed by the 

ambiguity and distancing-effects of the future (Weber 2006). Kari Marie Norgaard (2011) 

describes this phenomenon of denial in Norway, where climate change manifests even more 

visibly:  

 
Denial, this condition of “knowing and not knowing” works precisely because it becomes 
natural, like everyday life, and thus invisible. The very real fact that Bygdabyingar 
[Norwegians] (like everyone else) lead busy lives and find themselves pulled in multiple 
directions by the need of family, work, home, community, and rest, works to support the 
necessary ambiguity (60).  
 

 
Denial—as the underlying state of mind experienced by the vast majority of the American public 

in regard to long-term climate change (Dunlap 2013)—functions as a defense mechanism to 

individuals, who instead focus on the day-to-day and short-term functions of everyday life. This 

idea can be extended to farmers’ de-prioritization of climate in relation to its function as an 

unfamiliar and disruptive force. For these farmers, the shifting climate is judged as “weird” or 

strange. Among these farmers, climate/weather is known to exist through personal experience, 

but unknowable due to its inherent uncertainty. Ultimately, climate is viewed as an unpredictable 

and uncontrollable agent within the social-ecological system: one that is therefore incompatible 
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with the ‘nature as partner’ model and marginalized as a nonpriority. The term, “weather-

weirding,” has been identified by Michael Hulme (2017) as a popular contemporary descriptor 

stemming from long-standing human anxieties surrounding climate. 

 These small-scale farmers are looking more short-term and at factors they think they can 

more readily control, such as marketing and day to day operations. This, of course, makes 

sense—financial stability is critical for the well-being of the farmer. Just as on an airplane when 

one must put on his or her oxygen mask before assisting others, the farmer must feed him or 

herself before feeding others. Climate and weather challenges, therefore, are topics given less 

mental energy— and more often taken for granted as inherent to the job. This, in turn, is then 

potentially perpetuated by inadequate climate change prediction/adaptation knowledge 

dissemination to the communities who will need it most [see Chapter III]. However, Norgaard 

(2011) goes on to say that:   

 
The notion that people are not acting against global warming because they do not know 
about it reinforces a sense of their innocence in the face of these activities, thereby 
maintaining the invisibility of the power relations that are upheld by so-called apathy 
regarding global warming. Within this context, to “not know” too much about climate 
change maintains the sense that if one did know, one would act more responsibly. This 
can be seen as a classic example of what Susan Opotow and Leah Weiss call “denial of 
self-involvement” (Norgaard, 71). 
 

Such a phenomenon may explain why almost none of the farmers I interviewed for this study 

have attempted to find climate change adaptation information on their own [Chapter III: 

Adaptation], much of which is available through some basic internet searching. A 

complementary explanation is proposed by Harries (2008), who states that individuals view their 

homes as places that are inherently safe and nature/climate as a “positive moral force,” rather 

than a genuine danger or risk. This model dovetails neatly with the farmer-climate narratives 

outlined above. Farmers view their farms as this “safe space” and the surrounding environment 
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as a partner—or positive force. However, as farmers are exposed to the manifestations of 

challenging weather and climate on a daily basis, they are unable to view climate as part of this 

“positive moral force” (Harries 2008). The deep-seated association between security and home 

prevail, causing an inconsistency in logic, a need for cognitive dissonance, a distancing of any 

thoughts surrounding future climate shifts, and the inhibition of adaptive action.  

Here, I find it important to note that this state of denial is likely not a conscious decision 

made by farmers. Instead, it can be viewed as a persistence or perseverance: the mentality 

farmers must undertake psychologically to continue farming despite the economic and physical 

burdens that they continuously undergo— especially when facing new, severe, and truly 

unpredictable weather events— to produce our food. It is also just as likely that these farmers 

would be interested in climate change research, but are unable to access the information or do 

not have the time to devote to extensive research. It’s also quite possible that many of these older 

farmers are close to retirement, and thus, less concerned about future climate challenges. This 

analysis has not been compiled in order to blame these farmers for knowledge gaps or an outright 

denial of climate change. Rather, it hints at potential structural issues in the ways that knowledge 

is disseminated from institutions to those it is intended to help. Or perhaps it points towards 

dissimilarities between dominant, institutional climate change knowledge, and farmer-

constructed values and narratives— ultimately reflecting a disconnect between bureaucratic 

climate adaptation strategies and small-scale farmers’ priorities. 
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CHAPTER III: Small-Scale Farming and Climate Change Adaptation 

 
“Climate change is change, and change is very hard for agriculture”  

[Snow Roots Farm] 
 

“If life gives you lemons, make lemonade. If life kills your lemon trees, plant different trees.”  
[Filbert Fields Farm] 

 
 

 For decades, researchers have predicted that the onset of anthropogenic climate change 

would engender new risks, challenges, and opportunities for farmers growing crops (Rosenzweig 

et al. 2001).  In 2012, the USDA released a report entitled “Climate Change and Agriculture in 

the United States: Effects and Adaptation” aimed to address the challenges of climate change on 

a national level and outline strategies of adaptation and associated barriers. In the past twenty 

years, sector and region-specific reports have also been released with the intention of 

disseminating adaptation strategies to the greater agricultural community. However, these reports 

are often broad, lacking concrete steps for farmers to implement, or more appropriate for only 

larger-scale growers. Table 1 concisely illustrates the primary adaptation strategies put forth in 

this report.  
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Table 1: Examples of common climate change adaptation strategies created and disseminated by 
knowledge producing institutions, such as the government (USDA), scientific research, and 
extension agencies (Walthall et al. 2012).  
 

These types of publications and reports have been criticized in recent years for 

propagating a very specific type of climate knowledge—stemming from a specific type of 

scientific discourse (Wesselink et al. 2013) — while carrying a high degree of authority (Hulme 

2017). Such knowledge and discourses, churned out of the scientific/academic community, 

governments, and even NGOs have been condemned for crowding out alternate scientific 

discourses or strategies (Wesselink et al. 2013), disregarding the human dimension of adaptation 
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(O’Brien et al. 2007), ignoring traditional or local ecological knowledge (Agrawal 1995; Hulme 

2010), being overly alarmist (Risbey 2008), refusing to recognize the agency of the 

climate/environment (Ghosh 2016), or unduly sympathetic to the economic interests of already 

developed countries while unfairly placing the burden of climate change adaptation and 

mitigation on developing nations (Liverman 2009). Climate change information is then further 

distorted when condensed and transformed by various ideological lenses in the media (Carvalho 

2007). In recent years, a great deal of literature has been published with the aim of criticizing 

overly scientific/technical or “top down” (Prins and Rayner 2007) approaches to climate policy. 

However, some researchers have advocated for a prescriptive, scientific narrative approach for 

conveying scientific knowledge as an effective means of challenging individuals’ personal belief 

systems (Downs 2014).  

The “bottom up” approach differs from the “top down” approach described above—

where instead, community sensitivities, vulnerabilities, and risks associated with the adaptation 

process are not presumed, but instead determined heuristically from farmers (Smit and Wandel 

2006). This framework incorporates both the human and socioeconomic dimensions of climate 

change adaptation by documenting climate shifts or other factors that are deemed significant by 

farmers and the current management responses to any challenges. Then, evaluation of these 

techniques and their resilience in the face of future uncertainty becomes possible. By studying 

climate change vulnerability at multiple scales within the context of other “stressors” to 

agriculture, any resulting policy intervention can be targeted towards those groups and regions, 

and introduce pertinent resources to where they are most needed (O’Brien et al. 2004). The 

bottom-up strategy also recognizes that the actual manifestations of climate change impact farms 

differently depending on unique characteristics such as land-use, size, and intensity (Reidsma et 
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al. 2010). This study is an example of the “bottom up approach,” but both approaches can be 

used concurrently to address the issue of climate change adaptation with breadth and depth 

(Fraser et al. 2006; Naustdalslid 2011).  

Small-scale farms are in need of more specialized suggestions specific to their 

management practices and financial reserves; although the high crop diversity often cultivated on 

smaller-scale farms can make them less vulnerable to climate changes than larger and more 

specialized farms, smaller farms tend to be more financially insecure— with less free capital, a 

lack of economy of scale, and a more volatile labor and consumer base (as discussed in the 

previous chapters). This, in turn, makes smaller scale farms less able to implement new 

methodologies that may be costly— both in dollar value and in invested time—despite the fact 

that smaller-scale farms are otherwise more flexible and resilient to change due to less rigid 

specialization. For example, small-scale farmers are less likely to have invested significant in 

big, specialized equipment, allowing them to more easily switch farming emphases. The majority 

of farmers that I interviewed—90%—grow primarily annual or perennial specialty crops, which 

are “defined in law as fruits and vegetables, tree nuts, dried fruits, and horticulture and nursery 

crops, including floriculture” (Walthall et al. 2012). Despite the fact that specialty crops within 

the United States comprise 37% of all U.S. farm crop cash receipts (Bigelow and Borchers 

2012), the vast majority of crop sector studies are devoted to the impacts of climate change on 

commodity crop production (Antle and Capalbo 2010). 

 In the fertile soils of Western Oregon and Washington, hundreds of CSAs and small-scale 

farms have cropped up to meet the rising urban demand for “local” and “natural” foods in the 

booming Portland and Seattle metro areas. In the Greater Berkshires and Taconic regions, small-

scale farms exist as well, despite a smaller population base. For the most part, these are newer 
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operations that have a found footing among the remnants of the Vermont and Massachusetts 

extant dairy industries. This abundance of small-scale farms on both coasts has led to hyper-

competition among farmers and intensified the challenge of finding and maintaining a loyal 

consumer base. This challenge is further heightened by a shrinking labor pool and rising labor 

costs. In fact, farmers most often mentioned financial stability, marketing and/or labor issues as 

their primary challenge (see Chapter II). Lane et al observe similar concerns among farmers in 

Pennsylvania and New York: “Although farmers articulated concern regarding climate impacts, 

they also made clear that other business pressures, such as profitability, market conditions, labor 

availability or government regulations were often more critical issues that affected their decision-

making” (Lane et al. 2018). These types of day-to-day obstacles and uncertainties may explain 

the trend that I observed within my interview pool: a general lack of long-term climate change 

planning by farmers, despite a consensus that climate-related challenges exist and may continue 

to worsen. 

In a study conducted in Georgia, Crane et al. (2010) demonstrated that converting climate 

forecasting into pertinent and accessible knowledge for agricultural decision-making on the 

individual level “requires sound, demand-driven science; timely and appropriate delivery; and 

responsive management systems.” This study established that, on the individual level, farmers 

draw upon a well of experiential and intuitive knowledge, as well as technical mastery when 

managing their operation: to plan, improvise, and experiment (Crane et al. 2010). Gaining insight 

into these responsive management systems—or the decision making process—is therefore 

invaluable, as farmers represent key, autonomous players in regard to future climate adaptation 

who “incorporate factors that cannot be controlled by those producing and disseminating 

scientific information” (Crane et al. 2010), to influence their management practices. Other 
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studies have determined that bridging the boundaries between science, policy, and action 

involves creating and disseminating knowledge that is “salient, credible, and legitimate” (Cash et 

al. 2006). Thus, this chapter will explore these research questions: 

 

●   How do small-scale farmers’ environmental values and climate experiences inform their 

decision-making process and any subsequent short and long-term management practices? 

Do these practices involve climate adaptation?  

 

●   What other factors influence farmers’ decision-making process and any subsequent short 

and long-term management practices? 

  

●   And how do government agency and land-grant institution-constructed knowledges of 

climate change adaptation influence small-scale agricultural systems?  

 

In other words, how do small-scale farmers’ existing values, meanings, norms, and knowledge 

inform and shape the climate adaptation process in the context of the government’s and other 

institutions’ attempts to encourage growers to adapt? In this chapter, I outline how these farmers’ 

various narratives act as the lens through which they then cope with risks, especially those 

involving a shifting climate. 
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Climate-Related Challenges and Strategies of Climate Resilience/Adaptation 

Perceptions of Vulnerability and Risk 

 
As discussed in Chapter II, very few of the farmers interviewed considered climate or 

weather difficulties as a primary challenge, instead citing labor, financial, and consumer issues as 

the true trial of the small-scale farming experience. In fact, only 22% (n=7) of the farmers I 

interviewed immediately stated that climate/weather was one of their “biggest challenges as a 

small scale farmer” [Figure 1]. However, weather and climate still remain volatile uncertainties 

in the life of a farmer; one extreme weather event could devastate a crop.  

When asked about specific climate change adaptation strategies, many farmers discussed 

climate change adaptation as something that they have not been able to give much thought, as 

they are already expending a maximum of their time, labor, and capital on day-to-day issues. 

This short-term or “day-by-day” mentality—perhaps a symptom of societal climate change 

denial and individual climate narratives—is especially significant in the context of these farmers’ 

thoughts about future climate-related challenges. Many farmers I talked to also believed that 

climate change will cause direct or indirect changes to future agricultural management practices 

within their region of production in general [Appendix B: Figures 1through 6], and when asked 

whether climate change would pose any challenges to their crop production in the future, 

approximately half said “Yes” [Figure 2]. 
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Figure 1. Primary challenges for small-scale farmers in the Pacific Northwest (n=17) and 
Northeast (n=15) are labor (cost and finding help), financial stability and risk, and consumer pool 
marketing/competition issues. Only 7 of 32 farmers mentioned weather or climate issues when 
asked this question. 
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Figure 2. Farmer responses to the question, “Do you think climate change will pose challenges to 
your crop production in the future?” In the Pacific Northwest, 41% said “Yes” while in the 
Northeast, 60% said “Yes.” 
 

Although approximately 80% of respondents believed that climate change will pose 

serious consequences to American crop production in general, many claimed that small-scale 

farmers are generally less vulnerable to such changes [Figures 3 and 4] due to the flexibility 

inherent in their operation. However, as discussed above, small-scale farmers often lack the 

capital and time to make such drastic shifts in production, and are, in general, more financially 

unstable. In fact, according to a vulnerability assessment in the USDA’s Climate Change 

Adaptation Plan, “small producers may be impacted [by climate change] sooner than others” 

(USDA 2014). This is claim is echoed in an earlier report which states that Northeastern family 

farms will be particularly constrained in terms of adaptive capacity due to lack of capital, and 

thus more vulnerable to climate change (Wolfe et al. 2008). According to Furman et al. (2011), 

organic growers face “unique vulnerabilities” and risk factors that I propose my small-scale 

growers also face: lack of family roots or previous experience in agriculture, the risk of starting a 
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profession in a field that “allows little margin for failure,” growing crops such as vegetables that 

are sensitive to climate pressures (and often not covered by crop insurance), and a limited 

consumer pool. As the CSA movement grows more popular, hyper-competition and an 

oversaturation of farms in some areas merely exacerbates these issues.  

The climate narratives recounted in Chapter II illustrate the hardships of recent climatic 

conditions in both agricultural regions and demonstrate that proactive rather than reactive 

change, if possible, may be necessary to avert future crop failures. It is crucial, however, to note 

that many of the pre-existing management practices in place on these farms are what researchers 

and various institutions are already suggesting as strategies of climate adaptation and future 

resilience [Table 1, Table 2, Figure 5]. 

 
Figure 3. Farmer responses to the question “Do you think climate change will pose challenges to 
American crop production in the future?” by Pacific Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) 
farmers. A majority of respondents—26 of 32—or approximately 80% in both regions answered 
“Yes.” 
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Figure 4. Farmer responses to the question “Do you think small-scale farmers are more or less 
vulnerable to climate change than large-scale farmers?” by Pacific Northwest (n=17) and 
Northeast (n=15) farmers. A plurality of farmers (15 of 32) answered “Less vulnerable.” It is 
important to note that it is likely that farmers of all scales feel vulnerable to some degree.  
 

Strategies of Adaptation and Farmer Climate Narratives 

 
Agriculture, since its inception, has been a relationship between humans and the 

environment, characterized primarily by adaptation to a wide array of continuously shifting 

conditions. These fluctuating factors can be referred to as “stimuli,” to which the farmer must 

then respond to by making micro or macro adjustments in management practices (Wall and Smit 

2005). Historically and even today, climate and weather events have been perhaps some of the 

most influential determinants for crop success. However, according to Lobell and Asner (2003), 

the effects of climate and weather are often underestimated and erroneously ascribed to poor 

management practices. 
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As stated by Wall and Smit (2005), sustainable agricultural practices and climate change 

adaptations are “mutually supportive” and “closely aligned.” In addition, organic agricultural 

practices have been shown to have high potential for ecological resilience (Milestand and 

Darnhofer). Previous research has shown that climate change adaptation and risk management 

are rarely implemented due to solely climate change; in fact “vulnerability reduction appears to 

be most effective if undertaken in combination with other strategies and plans at various levels” 

(Smit and Wandel). However, recommendations for resilience are generally constructed by 

researchers based on general circulation models in a “top-down” approach (Wall, Smit, and 

Wandel 2004), first focusing on the big picture changes for a region in order to develop discrete, 

technical suggestions for change (Easterling 1996). According to the USDA Pacific Northwest 

Climate Hub website (USDA 2018), adaptation priorities for cropland farming in the Northwest 

are as follows: 

●   Dry farming in Western Oregon and Washington to respond to reduced water for 
irrigation or early shutoffs for junior water rights holders [resources are located on 
the OSU small farms website]   

●   Focus on soil health and erosion prevention 
●   Changes to irrigation efficiency 
●   Diversifying cropping systems 
●   New varietals (e.g., wine grapes/fruit & nut trees) 

 
While for the Northeastern states, the USDA Northeast Climate Hub (2017) recommends that 

emphasis for adaptation be placed in: 

●   Promoting soil health using practices that protect soils from erosion 
●   Protect from extremes with hoop and high tunnel houses 
●   Decision support tools provide better information faster to help managers to 

improve practices 
●   Increase carbon sequestration and reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

 

Subsequently, both the federal and state governments have made a variety of grants and 

loans availability to facilitate the adaptation of “sustainable” crop and soil management 
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techniques, most notably, for infrastructure such as high tunnels (NRCS 2018) through agencies 

such as NRCS and other funding opportunities through the USDA and state agencies. Many 

farmers that I talked to during the interview process discussed applying for and receiving such 

grants/loans, most commonly pointing towards high tunnels as examples. For instance, in 

Massachusetts, some farmers mentioned receiving grants from the Massachusetts Farm Energy 

Program to fund solar panel construction and other projects. However, many of these programs 

have more to do with climate change mitigation— rather than adaptation—which will do nothing 

to actually assist the farmer in coping with climate-related stressors. 

The farmers interviewed for this research are, for the most part, in agreement about 

“feeding the soil, not the plant,” maintaining high crop diversity, experimenting with new 

cultivars and crops, limiting their dependence on expensive external inputs, and practicing 

responsible water-use [Figure 6]. In fact, these pre-existing management practices align with 

recommendations for climate adaptation made by researchers, extension agencies, and 

government organizations for the Pacific Northwest (Creighton et al. 2015) and the Northeast 

(Tobin et al. 2015). Thus, by virtue of their values and farming approach, as discussed in Chapter 

II, these growers are in many ways preparing a skill-set for growing under increasing erratic 

climate. However, only 10% of farmers (3 of 32) said “Yes” when asked about whether they 

were familiar with what institutions and the government were proposing as strategies of climate 

change adaptation/resilience [Figure 6]. This points to a disconnect between knowledge 

generation in research organizations and this pool of farmers, who should be benefiting from this 

research. These farmers choose to manage their farms in ways that are already potentially 

climate resilient—fulfilling more than what institutions are recommending—for reasons of 

personal values, rather than specifically climate resilience. 
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However, perhaps the most significant climate adaptation strategy among farmers of both 

regions, according to interviewees, is the adoption of on-site climate infrastructure, such as high 

tunnels. As mentioned in the previous chapter, high tunnels are used when possible by farmers 

hoping to control some aspect of the environment—most notably protecting more delicate crops 

from weather. For example, high tunnels protect crops from rains and frosts, preserve soil 

moisture, prevent erosion, and possess several other benefits. This technique also allows for 

season extension, thereby diminishing the ill-effects of damaging climate events while 

heightening the more temperate or positive effects of climate change. Irrigation, drip or 

otherwise, is another technique that allows farmers to separate themselves from depending on an 

increasingly unpredictable climate.  

Among a few farmers, however, there was disdain surrounding the idea of moving “under 

cover,” who claimed that such methods cut-off the cropping system from the greater 

environment. For many others, however, high tunnels were necessary to protect against a climate 

perceived as “out of control” [Chapter II]. And for some who did use these systems, there was a 

sense of not wanting to maintain be caring for a “plastic farm” [Woodridge Farm]. Such 

infrastructure does appear to be at somewhat at odds with the ‘nature as partner’ environmental 

narrative discussed in the previous chapter. Although crops in high tunnels are not cut off 

completely from the surrounding environment, this plastic or glass entity symbolizes a boundary 

between ‘domesticated’ agriculture, and an ‘unpredictable’ or ‘wild’ climate. Thus, crops are at 

the very least, partially cut-off from the surrounding ecosystem—severing some ties to the 

environment and creating some tension within the holistic / collaborative environmental 

narrative that many of these small-scale farmers hold [Chapter 2]. Climate—one of the most 

fundamental and powerful agents within the landscape—is obstructed by this barricading 
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structure. However, in the event of some of these weather challenges (such as strong winds), the 

protection of this infrastructure becomes a challenge in and of itself. In the end, for produce or 

nursery farmers who are able to use such infrastructure, the benefits are clear: protection from 

the elements and season extension allow farmers to focus their time and energy on other farm 

management activities. 

 
Pre-existing practices that may be helpful for future climate 
related challenges PNW (n=17) NE (n=15) 
Maintaining high crop diversity 13 15 
Reduced or zero chemical use for pest management 14 13 
Manual weed management, ground cloth/plastics, mulching 14 13 
Reduced volume irrigation systems (dryland farming or drip) 9 11 
Experimenting with new / hardy cultivars 14 10 
Crop rotation / cover crops 11 10 
Biological soil amendments, compost 11 8 
Experimenting with new/hardier crop types 10 8 
Reduced/no till and/or direct seeding 6 8 
Moving under cover (investing in hoophouses, etc) 5 6 
Shifting farming specialization/niche (ex: peaches to 
hazelnuts, crop to animal ag) 

7 3 

Significantly changing planting/harvesting time 3 3 
On farm water conservation/storage 2 0 
 
Table 2. Counts of pre-existing management practices that could serve as potential climate 
change resilience strategies (directly and indirectly related to climate), as discussed by farmers in 
the Pacific Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) during the interview process. Most of the 
farmers interviewed for this process—13 of 17 in the Pacific Northwest and 15 of 15 in the 
Northeast—already maintain high crop diversity. Other common management processes include 
a reduced or zero dependence on chemical inputs, reduced volume irrigation systems, 
experimenting often with a variety of new or hardy crop cultivars, and holistic soil management 
practices. Farmers are thus already participating in many of the climate change adaptation 
strategies proposed by institutions and the government. Hardy cultivar, in this case, is defined as 
a cultivar better-suited to a particular farm for reasons of soils, climate, or other reasons. 
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Figure 5. Percentages of pre-existing management practices that could serve as potential climate 
change resilience strategies (directly and indirectly related to climate), as discussed by farmers in 
the Pacific Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) during the interview process. Most of the 
farmers interviewed for this process—13 of 17 in the Pacific Northwest and 15 of 15 in the 
Northeast—already maintain high crop diversity. Other common management processes include 
a reduced or zero dependence on chemical inputs, reduced volume irrigation systems, 
experimenting often with a variety of new or hardy crop cultivars, and holistic soil management 
practices. Farmers are thus already participating in many of the climate change adaptation 
strategies proposed by institutions and the government. Hardy cultivar, in this case, is defined as 
a cultivar better-suited to a particular farm for reasons of soils, climate, or other reasons. 
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Figure 6. Percentages of farmer responses to the question “Are you familiar with what the 
government or other institutions are proposing in terms of climate change adaptation?” A 
majority of respondents answered “No” (PNW=88%, NE=73%), perhaps pointing towards a 
disconnect between small-scale farmers and knowledge producing institutions/agencies.  
 

Farmers’ Sources of Information 

According to Furman et al. (2011), the agro-ecological focus of small-scale farming—

already rooted in “diversity and flexibility” — is what leads these farmers to draw from: 

 
...a knowledge base that is pluralistic and dynamic. On the one hand, their philosophical 
orientation and intimate connection to the land lead them to value localized, practical 
knowledge as well as insights based on intuition and natural clues. On the other hand, 
being educated and operating in an emerging sector, organic farmers value specialized 
expertise and experimentation… Given their tendency to challenge conventional wisdom, 
most organic farmers are critical thinkers who triangulate information among multiple 
sources, comparing it against their own observations (Furman et al. 2011).  

 
This same study notes that organic farmers were likely to take “careful notes on weather patterns, 

management practices, crop performance, and market prices using them to adapt to ever- 
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changing circumstances” (Furman et al. 2011), a behavior that I also observed among 

respondents.  

Among organic growers (Furman et al. 2011), conventional growers (Crane et al. 2010; 

Tarnoczi and Berkes 2010), and the farmers I interviewed,  perhaps the most important source of 

information that these farmers turn to when making decisions about their management practices 

is actually other farmers [Figure 7]. This informal peer-to-peer network includes neighboring 

farmers (even if those farmers are growing different crops or employing different techniques), 

and the general community of small scale farmers who are able to keep in touch online. 

According to Sooby (2003), organic growers are less likely than conventional growers to seek 

help from extension services, and perhaps this holds true in this study as well—especially in the 

Northeast. Although 59% of Pacific Northwest farmers mentioned extension services as an 

important source of information, only 27% farmers in the Northeast referenced regional 

extension during the interview process.  

Some farmers mentioned conferences or workshops as an important sources of technical 

methods—a type of interpersonal and experiential learning (Furman et al. 2011). But similar to 

the findings of Furman et al. (2011), I discovered that face-to-face or more personal interaction is 

not the only method of accessing information among these farmers—the internet was frequently 

mentioned as a resource by farmers in the Pacific Northwest. More rare sources of information 

included print sources and seed/chemical representatives. However, as small-scale operations 

tend to be both time and labor-intensive, farmers have limited periods to which they can allocate 

to monitoring their growing sites, scrutinizing information from a myriad of sources, pondering 

future conditions, and developing plans (Ingram 2008; Crane et al. 2010; Furman et al. 2011).   
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Figure 7. Farmer responses to the question: “What are your most important sources of 
information when making decisions about you farming practices?” In both the Pacific Northwest 
and the Northeast, “other farmers” was the most common response (PNW=76%, NE=53%).  
 
 

Support Systems for Adaptation 

 
In the Pacific Northwest, extension services are provided to farmers through the two land 

grant universities of the region: Oregon State and Washington State Universities. These 

institutions, in recent years, have collaborated with state governments and the USDA to develop 

suggestions for state climate change adaptation plans, helping to develop reports such as “The 

Third Oregon Climate Assessment Report” (Dalton et al. 2017),  “The Washington Climate 

Impacts Assessment” (Climate Impacts Group 2009), and “Preparing for a Changing Climate: 

Washington State’s Integrated Climate Response Strategy” (Washington State Department of 

Ecology, 2012). These various informational texts include sections that outline both the impacts 

of climate change on major agricultural crops and general priorities of adaptation. 

In February 2017, WSU’s extension agency published a report entitled “Agriculture in a 

Changing Climate Research and Extension Priorities in the Northwest ” that attempts to “review 

current scientific understanding of climate impacts and mitigation, vulnerabilities, and 
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opportunities to adapt, and enumerate research and extension priorities in four areas: (1) 

cropping systems, (2) livestock systems, (3) decision support systems to help producers and 

others incorporate climate change considerations into longer-term decisions; and (4) partnerships 

and communication between researchers and stakeholders” (Yorgey et al. 2017). Key sections in 

this report are where extension service recognizes that decision support tools must be integrated 

“holistically” into farmers’ decision-making systems and institutional support systems must be 

multiscalar, focusing on aggregate-scale and the individual-scale (Yorgey et al. 2017). In 

addition, priorities highlight the necessity of building “a robust network of diverse agriculture 

professionals and researchers that collaboratively identify emerging research priorities for 

climate change and agriculture and management-relevant questions that research can address, 

and integrate results into useful decision support systems… and demonstrate the economic and 

environmental costs and benefits of climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies for 

specific production systems and locations in the Northwest,” to accurately inform decision-

makers (Yorgey et al. 2017). 

The inclusion of these priorities within the report demonstrate that extension agencies 

recognize a disconnect between knowledge-producing research institutions and farmers, as well 

as the need for a multiscalar approach (aggregate v. individual). However, notably absent within 

these priorities is a recognition of the difference between the needs of small and large-scale 

farmers in the face of climate change—resulting in the built-in prioritization of larger-scale 

farms. Here, we see one instance of a gap between the institution and the small-scale farmer. 

This gap is emblematic of the long-term neglect of small-scale farms by institutions and the 

government that has occurred since the logistical challenges of large-scale farming were solved 

by the innovations of the Green Revolution. For example, even in 2001, the state of California 
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(which produced nearly half of the nation’s organic produce), only had nine acres of uncertified 

organic research land. Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, New York and Florida—top ten organic 

vegetable producers at the time—had none at all (Sooby 2003). Time and time again, when I 

asked farmers that I interviewed what the government could do for them, they simply answered 

with, “a seat at the table” with “Big Ag” [Figure 8]. 

Of course, both institutions have small-farms teams that work specifically to support 

small-scale farming in various counties, along with websites that provide management guides for 

specific types of crops, emphasizing the importance of responsible water-use. However, at first 

glance, neither of these websites seem to provide easily accessible information on concrete 

climate-change adaptation strategies for growers, with the notable exception of Oregon State 

University’s resources on dryland farming techniques. However, very few of the farmers I 

interviewed expressed direct interest in learning dryland farming techniques as a means of 

climate adaptation— and these techniques may not be suitable to the types of crops that they 

grow. One report from OSU, intended specifically for newer growers, simply redirects the reader 

to a fact-sheet from the USDA Climate Hub branch in Corvallis, Oregon (Garrett et al. 2016). 

However, upon further digging, the Climate Hub website provides many of the resources that 

one would presume would be located on the regional extension services page. Links to tools, 

courses, webinars, blogs, and other written reports are easily accessible from here on how to 

develop strategies of future resilience that address the priorities above.  

However, even within the “Northwest Regional Climate Hub Assessment of Climate 

Change Vulnerability and Adaptation and Mitigation Strategies” report (Creighton et al. 2015), 

there are no mentions of the challenges or needs specific to smaller-scale farms. This occurs too 

on regionally specific websites, such as REACCH or “Regional Approaches to Climate Change, 
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Pacific Northwest Agriculture” which focus specifically on cereal production in the middle of 

the states—an area known for its large-scale operations (REACCH 2018). In fact, very few of 

these resources seem to be aimed at farmers who maintain extremely high crop diversity and 

likely do not have the time or resources to research distinct strategies for multiple types of crops 

(and animals).  

In the Greater Berkshires and Taconic region, extension services are run out of Cornell 

University, UMass-Amherst, and the University of Vermont (Bennington office). Farmers are 

generally limited to make use of the extension service located in their state. Although the farmers 

in this region referred to extension less commonly as an important source of information, these 

institutions maintain websites with extensive information on management practices. University 

of Vermont, in particular, has a resource page on sustainable agricultural practices with 

adaptation tools. Both extension services and the USDA’s Northeast Regional Vulnerability 

Assessment are aware that, “Farms in the Northeast are on average smaller than in many other 

parts of the country, and a greater percentage of these are operated by women than in the rest of 

the United States. Organic production is relatively greater than in most other regions” (Tobin et 

al. 2015), and thus, priorities seem to take into account differences in farm scales. For example, 

one section of the UVM extension website reads: 

 
A main focus of our Farming & Climate Change work at the Center is on helping 
Vermont farmers adapt to increasing unpredictable rainfall patterns. We are working with 
farmers to maintain productivity and increase resiliency as they confront increasingly 
variable conditions (University of Vermont Extension 2018). 
 
 

Beneath this are links to resources on “Low Cost Irrigation Sand Filter Plans,” “Improving 

Resistance in Row Crop Production,” and “Field Testing Soil Moisture Sensors for Improved 

Pasture Management.” At the same time, the USDA Climate Hub website reads, “Northeast 
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farmers are already experiencing crop damage from extreme precipitation,” while a report on 

climate change capacity determined that,  

 
Future strategic activities must focus on adapting climate information to local conditions 
and improving communication mechanisms with farmers, foresters, and other managers 
of natural resources to encourage adaptation and mitigation actions. The findings suggest 
that potential exists for building networks and collaborations among researchers and 
extension within universities as well as across the region (USDA 2018).  
 

In addition, this report found that respondents regard field tours, videos, and internet sources as 

the most useful ways to promulgate information on climate change. Thus, this regional USDA 

hub and extension services have explicitly acknowledged climate change adaptation strategies 

and communication with farmers as a priority and have provided easily-accessible information 

regarding climate adaptation for problems that farmers are currently experiencing.  

 When asked about government resources, however, a majority of farmers in the Pacific 

Northwest stated that the federal and state government agencies were not “doing enough” to 

provide support towards small-scale operations. In the Northeast, responses were mixed [Figure 

8]. In the Pacific Northwest, farmers most commonly requested help in the form or 

crop/infrastructure subsidies or a “leveling of the playing field” with larger-scale agriculture. The 

latter of these options was the most common response in the Northeast [Figure 9].  
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Figure 8. Farmer responses to the question “Do you think the government is doing ‘enough,’ ‘not 
enough,’ or ‘too much’ to help farmers in general?” Nearly 60% of respondents in the Pacific 
Northwest said “Yes” while responses in the Northeast were mixed. Perhaps this indicates that 
small-scale farmers in the Pacific Northwest feel that large-scale farms are more often prioritized 
by government intervention. This question, however, is highly biased or influenced by political 
leanings, making it difficult to draw definitive conclusions. 
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Figure 9. Farmer responses to the question “How can the government help you and other small 
scale farmers with climate change adaptation/mitigation?” In the Pacific Northwest, farmers 
most commonly wanted additional crop or infrastructure subsidies, while in the Northeast 
farmers most commonly wanted more government support relative to the larger-scale agriculture 
sector. 
 

Linking Science, Policy, and Individual Decision-Making through the Narrative Framework 

 
Access and exposure to knowledge regarding climate change predictions, may not be 

enough to produce significant changes among farmers, however. Multiple studies have discerned 

greater climate change apathy and denial among those who have the “highest degrees of 

scientific literacy and technical reasoning.” In fact, cultural polarization is highest among these 

individuals (Kahan et al. 2012). This phenomenon was something that I also observed 

throughout the interview process. Those who most often spoke of their college-level or higher 

education—generally my younger farmers—tended to simultaneously agree that climate change 

is occurring, yet refuse to attribute their own observations to a greater trend due to concern over 

the anecdotal fallacy. This may be due to their own acknowledgement of their lack of experience 

as farmers. However, it is telling that even among those who are exposed to the weather daily 
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and extreme climate events regularly, individual farmers seem hesitant to attribute their own 

observations to a greater pattern or trend. Such thinking is highly isolating to the individual, who 

may as a result, feel that their struggles are unique to their specific farm location or smaller sub-

region. My older farmers, however, had mixed levels of concern. Those who were close to 

retirement either expressed sharp unease over future generations or a more general apathy, 

potentially stemming from their impending disengagement with their weather-dependent career 

or a resignation to a future they see as inevitable.  

In both the Pacific Northwest and the Northeast, the small-scale farmers interviewed for 

this study had management approaches that stemmed from a set of values reflecting a holistic 

vision of the environment and its role in their farming practice. However, as illustrated above, 

current institutional adaptation plans tend to be top-down and thus, focused on individual or 

discrete technical changes that are focused on the needs of larger scale production in the region. 

Small-scale farmers, with time and capital already limited, manage highly diversified systems 

and are perhaps more in need of climate adaptation plans that align with their primary values and 

environmental narrative; one that takes into account the whole system, is more relevant to their 

production focus, recognizes the agency of the environment, and acknowledges the perception of 

a shifting climate as adversarial (unpredictable, untrustworthy, and uncontrollable). Thus, in the 

future, supporting researchers and other institutions are more likely to find success with 

strategies of adaptation and resilience for small-scale farmers if they are derived from the 

“bottom-up” approach—examining both the pre-existing values and needs of farmers, while also 

taking into account issues of scale and capacity.  

The most important source of information for interviewees when making decisions about 

farm management practices is “other farmers,” which points to a pre-existing, informal network 
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of knowledge regarding on the ground climate experiences. It would not be difficult, then, for 

scientists to make use of these pre-existing channels to funnel their findings to the relevant 

regions. If farmers were to have greater access and exposure to scientific and government 

research, perhaps they would be more likely to attribute their observations to the greater trends 

forecasted for their region. This type of identification could prove psychologically validating and 

may even spark further farmer-farmer collaboration on climate-change related issues.  

Perhaps then, a potential solution emerges: a system that makes use of pre-existing 

farmer networks to disseminate information and close the institution / small-scale farmer gap. 

However, this flow of information should not merely be unidirectional—rather, it should strive 

to become a dialectical system through which accessible science is channeled to farmers, who in 

turn provide feedback to direct areas of relevant study by adding their narratives and concerns to 

the mix. In addition, more research is needed to document climate change as a lived experience, 

because it is not merely a series of data points on an upward trajectory. Climate change will also 

need to be examined through the lens of different discourses (Fleming and Vanclay 2011) in 

order to normalize the phenomenon as a lived-experience, validate and support the farmers who 

grow our food in increasingly hostile conditions, and shape strategies of adaptation in order to 

plan for the catastrophe while hoping for the best. 
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Chapter IV: Conclusion 

General Findings, Policy Recommendations, and Future Work 
 

 

Summary of General Findings 

 
 Interviewing thirty-two small-scale farmers in the Pacific Northwest and the Northeast 

enabled an in-depth, qualitative analysis of some of their prevailing beliefs regarding climate, 

adaptation strategies, and the reasoning underlying management practices / decision-making 

systems. It also allowed for an exploration of institutional climate strategies as well as gaps 

between farmers and these knowledge-producing institutions. Below, I provide a more concise 

summary of key findings: 

 

●   Small-scale farmers in the Pacific Northwest and the Northeast are undergoing numerous, 

unpredictable, and severe extreme weather events. Many of these farmers attribute these 

events to a shifting climate, or at least, acknowledge that they are a more recent 

phenomenon/trend. Farmers in the Northeast seem more concerned than those in the 

Northwest. 

 

●   Farmers do not consider longer-term climate changes to be a primary challenge; they 

instead tend to focus on financial or day-to-day farm management challenges. Some of 

this may be associated with societal denial or disregard of climate change in America. 

Current farmers’ practices are already considered adaptive or resilient according to 

institutional recommendations, but farmers (for the most part) have other reasons for their 
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‘sustainable’ practices or approach—including their values and narratives concerning the 

environment.  

 

●   Farmers tend to view the environment through the narrative of “nature as partner” —a 

holistic, interconnected environmental system. However, climate does not fit into this 

model neatly as it is considered “unpredictable,” “untrustworthy,” and “uncontrollable,” 

disruptive rather than cooperative.  

 

●   Some farmers, when possible, are moving under cover to control the environment and 

reduce negative climate impacts. This strategy seems to show the most promise for 

protecting crops from climate events, but also appears to be at odds with their holistic 

agricultural model. 

 

●   A majority of small scale farmers in both regions are unfamiliar with institutional 

suggestions for climate adaptations, perhaps pointing towards a disconnect between 

small-scale farmers and institutions. Government, extension, and research institutions 

seem to be prioritizing the needs of larger scale growers in regard to climate adaptation. 

  

●   Small-scale farmers’ most important source of information when making decisions about 

management practices is other farmers, pointing towards a pre-existing, informal network 

for knowledge transfer. 
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●   Current scientific and government climate discourses seem to clash with small-scale 

farmers’ values, climate narratives, and priorities. Climate changes, from the institutional 

perspective, are viewed as issues with discrete, technical solutions—rather than a 

phenomenon that requires a more all-encompassing approach for the time/capital-limited 

and diversified small-scale farmer. 

Factors Affecting Farmers’ Decision-Making Systems — A Conceptual Model 

 
As outlined in the introduction, although various social-ecological models exist to 

illustrate the process of climate adaptation (Smit et al. 2000; Moser and Ekstrom 2010), these 

types of models have been criticized in recent years for not including the narrative component of 

lived experience (Paschen and Ison 2014), which in this case, is the phenomenon of climate 

change in small-scale agriculture. Thus, I propose a modified version of the social-ecological 

model on the following page.   
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Figure 1. Processes that influence the process of small-scale farmers’ climate adaptation, as well 
as the system of concern: the farm itself. Arrows represent the interrelationships between various 
components based on which elements have direct power or influence over another. Here, both 
the biophysical and human environment influence both the farmer and knowledge producing 
institutions (agents that influence adaptation). Although the farmer and centers of knowledge 
production should be in dialogue about the system of concern (as well as the greater landscape) 
and the farmer’s decision-making process, here I have identified the institution-farmer gap with 
dotted arrows. It is important to note that farmer’s decision making processes are affected first by 
farmer’s pre-existing knowledges/values, as well as their perspectives on climate (green oval). 
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Within this diagram, I incorporate the narrative framework (green oval) into the social-

ecological system, illustrating how farmers’ underlying perceptions and explanations of climate 

likely affect their decision-making practices. The farmers’ pre-existing values—from their 

education, class, race, political ideologies, societal/regional attitudes, life experiences, culture, 

etc. (Adger et al. 2012) — are intimately interwoven into these narratives, and both shape one 

another recursively (see double arrows that ultimately affect the farmer’s decision-making 

system). Here, we also see that other sources of knowledge discussed in Chapter III (blue 

rectangle) affect these decision-making systems/management practices. However, the ways in 

which centers of knowledge production—such as government agencies and land grant university 

extension—impact these small-scale farmers is less clear.  

In general, the farmers in this study stated that they had experienced an increase in 

frequency, severity, and/or unpredictability of extreme weather events in recent years [Chapter 

II]. This is represented by the arrow pointing from Temporal/Physical Landscape (or climate 

stimuli) directly towards the system of concern (farm). However, what also became evident 

throughout the interview process and literature review was that despite extensive climate 

modeling of the US and the production of climate adaptation reports by various institutions—

specifically to aid the agriculture sector— a disconnect exists between the researchers/analysts 

making predictions/suggestions and farmers who are experiencing the changing climate in real 

time. Of the farmers I interviewed, most were unfamiliar with climate change predictions and 

adaptation recommendations specific to their region. Many were unaware that extensive and 

detailed adaptation strategies have already been developed, perhaps representing a failure on the 

part of research institutions and the government to effectively disseminate their findings. And 
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within scientific / government literature, there remains a noticeable absence of farmers’ voices—

showing that despite farmers’ on-the-ground experience / expertise and potential capacity to 

undertake citizen-science, their observations and narratives are undervalued. I call this 

disconnect the institution-farmer gap, represented by dashed arrows. 

This gap may be explained by multiple factors; a primary component is the neglect of 

small farms by government and extension. This is seen in literature— where institutions 

recognize the importance of a multiscalar approach (national v. regional v. individual)—but do 

not differentiate between large and small operations within the category of ‘individual scale.’ 

Thus, these reports inherently prioritize larger scale farms, which have the capital to adapt as 

well as distinct specializations which can potentially be more easily modified through a 

solutions-based approach. The top-down approach and technical / solutions-based discourse 

surrounding climate adaptation, as well as institutional rejection of climate’s agency as an active 

player in experience of the everyday (Ghosh 2016) is also at odds with small-scale farmer 

narratives of climate as an active, yet unpredictable, uncontrollable, and disruptive force.  

Recommendations for Closing the Farmer Researcher Gap and Conclusions 

 In light of these, conflicting agricultural approaches and climate narratives, I propose 

several recommendations through which the farmer-institution gap may be bridged. Fresque-

Baxter and Armitage (2012) use a place/identity, values-based approach—rather than a material 

and objective asset approach— to evaluate adaptive capacity. As discussed in previous chapters, 

small-scale farmers are especially vulnerable to climate changes due to their lack of 

material/asset flexibility. Knowing this, I recommend that future institutional climate research 

take note of the “collective action” approach within the place/identity framework—where 

researchers “address what people value and why, their concerns and their priorities, prior to 
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developing management and adaptation strategies” so that these local values will ultimately mold 

“preferences, goals and priorities for use and management of local resources or natural areas” 

(Fresque-Baxter and Armitage 2012).  

Places are also able to foster important relationships between individuals of the 

community, augmenting social capital within such networks (Adger 2010). For example, for 

farmers in both the Pacific Northwest and the Northeast, ‘other farmers’ were considered the 

most valuable source for information about farm management practices—pointing towards a pre-

existing, informal network of knowledge production, dissemination, and integration. This place-

based analysis argues that the more connected people feel towards their “place” or the local 

landscape, the more likely they are to engender or engage in collective adaptive actions. Thus, 

perhaps institutions will be able to disseminate their information more effectively by 1) using a 

place-based approach (Devine-Wright 2013) in the research process and using bottom-up 

methodologies to complement top-down methodologies when producing knowledge/adaptation 

strategies; and 2) using more effective means of distributing any knowledge produced, perhaps 

through farmer networks.  

 Incorporating a bottom-up approach when producing adaptation information and aligning 

institutional climate discourse more closely with farmer values/narratives will ensure that small-

scale farmers will be more receptive to these ideas if and when they are effectively disseminated. 

From my interviews, it became evident that small-scale farmers felt forgotten at the expense of 

the success of larger scale agriculture. As a result, small-scale farmers would more readily accept 

adaptation reports specifically tailored to diversified operations with an underlying approach of 

environmental sustainability while taking the ‘whole system’ into account. Furman et al. (2011) 

claim that tools that “integrate climate, agricultural, and technical information and allow farmers 
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to assess alternative options” are necessary for weather forecasting and thus “crucial viability of 

their operations.” I argue that such tools need to go step further for small-scale farmers and 

climate adaptation. Climate change adaptation strategies, tools, and policies must: 

 

●   Be developed using a combination of “top down” and “bottom up” methodologies 

●   Recognize multiscalar adaptation (regional v individual) and also distinguish 

between priorities of large/mid/small scale farms  

●   Recognize the power of collective action and farmer to farmer networks for 

creating / spreading information 

●   Recognize place-based, regional values / narratives and incorporate these values / 

narratives into their frameworks to create recommendations suited to diversified, 

small-scale farming 

○   For example, create hybrid climate narratives that recognize the disruptive 

role of climate as an agent, but outline opportunities to view it as a 

productive partner in the future (Wolfe et al. 2018) 

●   Recognize the ways in which adaptation for larger-scale farming has been 

prioritized and certain discourses have been privileged over others (Bravo 2009) 

 
 For example, the Northeast regional USDA climate hub recently published an article 

describing a recent event sponsored by the Maine Climate and Agriculture Network in which a 

“storytelling approach” was used to raise awareness about Maine farmers’ experiences with 

extreme climate. Five full-time farmers recounted how shifts in local climate have affected their 

farms, the ways in which they responded, the resulting alterations made to management systems, 

and important sources of information they would use for future adaptation (USDA 2018). These 
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types of storytelling events are a valuable way to spread information while making use of peer-

to-peer information networks, validate the experiences of on-the-ground farmers, demonstrate 

the value of adaptive action, and celebrate farmers’ resilience.  

 During the course of this research, one farmer who had lost ninety-five percent of his 

peach orchard to bacterial canker mere months before stated: “If life gives you lemons, make 

lemonade. If life kills your lemon trees, plant different trees” [Filbert Fields Farm]. This one line 

encapsulates the mentality that is required of farmers: for those who nurture crops until maturity 

using their own time and labor, year after year, must accept that crop failure can and will happen, 

despite their own best efforts. Resilience, therefore, is not only the strand that ties together the 

narratives underlying farmer’s crop and soil management practices, but also weaves its way into 

who they are as individuals.  
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Appendix A 

 

 

Table 1. Pacific Northwest Farms and Characteristics 

Farm Code Farm 
Pseudonym 

State Primary 
Characteristic

s 

Conventional 
/ Organic 

Approx. 
Acreage (in-

use) 

Approx. 
Annual Gross 
Crop/Product 

Production 
Value 

Gender of farmer 
interviewed 

PNW_1 
Washington 

Nursery Washington 
Nursery and 

orchard 
Organic 
certified 

                        
15.5 ~500k-750k M 

PNW_2 
Hillside Farm 

(CSA) Oregon 

Produce CSA, 
3rd year 
farming  

Organic 
practices, not 

certified 1 10k F 

PNW_3 
Dusty Roads 

Farm Oregon 

Vegetable 
grower, sells to 

restaurants, 
used to be CSA 

Organic 
certified 5 

80k (150k when 
CSA) F 

PNW_4 
Woodridge 
Farm (CSA) Oregon 

Larger 
vegetable CSA 

Organic 
certified 10 gross 250k M / F 

PNW_5 
Organic Fields 
Farm (CSA) Oregon 

Produce 
(vegetable and 

fruit) CSA 
Organic 
certified 3.5 

75k (w/o 
cannabis), 200k 

gross with 
cannabis M 

PNW_6 Little Hay Farm  Washington 

Hay farm (used 
to be squash 

farm) 
Organic 
certified 63 70k gross F 

PNW_7 
Bean Seed 

Farm Oregon 

Vegetable seed 
farm (used to 

be CSA) 
Organic 
practices 2 

5k (35k when 
CSA) M 

PNW_8 
Tea Flower 

Farm Oregon 

Small produce, 
herb, tea farm, 
sells direct to 

consumers and 
restaurants 

Organic 
practices 3-4 10k F 

PNW_9 
High Ground 

Vineyards Oregon 

Boutique 
"sustainable 
practices" 

vineyard and 
winery  Conventional 49 

1 million (from 
wine) M 

PNW_10 
Filbert Fields 

Farm Oregon 

Orchard (peach, 
hazelnut, pears, 

apples) Conventional 
                               

195 

will be in the red 
this yr bc fruit 
trees died (in 
previous yrs, 
over $350k) M 

PNW_11 Blackberry Oregon Permaculture Organic 11.5 <10k (in some F 
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Bramble Farm blackberry and 
medicinal 

plants, sells 
direct 

practices yrs, less than 
$1000) 

PNW_12 
Garlic Heaven 

Farm Washington 

Vegetable 
grower selling 
wholesale to 

local groceries 
(specializes in 

tomatoes/garlic) 
Organic 
certified 4 40k M / F 

PNW_13 
Small Potato 

Farm Oregon 

New farmer 
failing to find 

consumer base, 
plans to 

specialize in 
heirloom 
potatoes 

Organic 
practices 3 

none now, could 
potentially make 
$30k from 1 acre 

of potato 
(wholesale) F 

PNW_14 
Wide Fields 
Farm (CSA) Oregon 

Medium/large 
CSA 

Organic 
practices 10 150-200k F 

PNW_15 
Cherry Orchard 

Farm  Washington Cherry orchard Conventional 7.5 25-30k F 

PNW_16 
Sunshine 

Valley Farm  Washington 

Produce farm, 
sells at farmers 
markets, used 
to be a CSA 

Organic 
practices 3 140k (peak) F 

PNW_17 
Deep Roots 

Farm Washington 

Winter 
vegetable 

CSA 

Organic 
practices 

3 60-80k  M 

Table 2. Northeast Farms and Characteristics 

Farm Code Farm 
Pseudonym 

State Primary 
Characteristics 

Organic / 
conventional 

Approx. 
Acreage in 

Use  

Approx. 
Annual Gross 

Income 

Gender of 
farmer 

interviewed 

NE_1 Bumblebee 
Farm (CSA) 

Massachusetts Summer and 
winter produce 

CSA 

Organic 
practices 

7 200k 

M 

NE_2 Dusky Skies 
Farm 

Massachusetts Vegetable and 
beef farmer 

Conventional 6.5 100k 
M 

NE_3 Snowy Road 
Farm (CSA) 

Massachusetts Vegetable 
CSA 

Organic 
practices 

7 40k 
M 

NE_4 Blueberry 
Fields Farm 

New York Blueberry U-
Pick 

Organic 
practices 

6 45k 
F 

NE_5 Happy Cows 
Farm 

New York Hay farm / 
dairy 

Organic 
certified 

600 160k 
F 

NE_6 Little House 
Farm 

Massachusetts Vegetable and 
meat CSA 

Organic 
practices 

172 47k 
M 

NE_7 Maple Hay 
Farm 

Massachusetts Hay farm  Organic 
practices 

1300 300k 
M 

NE_8 Apple Haven Massachusetts Apple orchard Conventional 36 Not given M 
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Farm 

NE_9 Butterfly 
Gardens Farm 

Massachusetts Vegetable 
grower, selling 

to small 
supermarkets 

and restaurants 

Organic 
practices 

2.1 6k 

M / F 

NE_10 Quiet Grove 
Farm 

Vermont Vegetable 
grower 

Organic 
certified 

2 60k 
M / F 

NE_11 Deep Soils 
Farm 

Massachusetts Vegetable 
grower 

Organic 
practices 

2 50k 
F 

NE_12 Fresh Veg 
Farm 

New York Vegetable 
grower 

Organic 
certified 

30 426k 
M / F 

NE_13 Apple 
Orchards Farm 

Massachusetts Apple Orchard Conventional 40 500k 
M 

NE_14 Quick Hare 
Farm 

Massachusetts Grain and 
vegetable, 

sells produce 
in on-farm 

store 

Organic 
practices 

150 1.2 million 

M 

NE_15 Snow Roots 
Farm (CSA) 

Massachusetts Winter root 
vegetable CSA 

Organic 
certified 

12.5 250k 
M 

 

Interview Instrument 

 
FARM STATS 
1.     Farm code: 
2.     Farm characteristics 
3.     Location: 
4.     In business since: 
5.     ORGANIC CERTIFIED or ORGANIC/SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES or 
CONVENTIONAL 

a.   Details: 
6.     How long have you been farming? What’s your background? 
7.     Acres of total farmland: 
8.     Acres of farmland in-use: 
9.     Yearly gross production value of all crops: 
10.  What are your most profitable crops? 
11.   List all crops grown (ask for varieties): 
12.   Has this selection of crops changed during your time as a farmer? YES / NO 

      a. If so, why and how? 
13.   If conventional farm, do you grow any genetically modified crops? 
14.  What kind of habitats in general are there on the property? 
15.   Are you dependent on irrigation? 

a.   If yes, what proportion of your crops is irrigated? 
16.   What are your soil management practices? How do you manage your soil fertility 
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a.   Do you use fertilizers on your crops? 
                               i. If yes, which ones? 
17.   What are you pest control practices? 
a.     Do you use pesticides/insecticides/fungicides on your crops? 
                                i. If yes, which ones? 
18.   What are your weed management practices? 
a.     Do you use herbicides on your crops? 
                                i. If yes, which ones? 
  
FARM APPROACH AND CHALLENGES   
1. What is your general philosophy or approach towards farming and how does this inform your 
management practices? 
2. Have your management practices changed over the course of your career? 

a. If yes, how and why? 
3.     What are your biggest challenges as a small-scale farmer? 

a. Has this changed or stayed the same over the course of your career? 
b. How do you try to overcome these challenges? 
c. How do you predict this will change in the future? 

4.     Have you observed signs of changes in the local environment during your time farming or 
living in this area, both on your land and the surrounding lands? 
5.     What are the biggest challenges you face as a farmer in terms of current climate 
(precipitation, temperature, extreme weather, etc)? 

a. Has this changed or stayed the same over the course of your career? 
6.     What are the biggest challenges you face as a farmer in terms of the local landscape (soil, 
water availability, etc)? 

a. Has this changed or stayed the same over the course of your career? 
  
PHENOLOGY: CLIMATE CHANGE AND OBSERVED EFFECTS 
1.     Have you observed signs of a changing climate during your time as a farmer or living in this 
area? 
2.     Have you observed signs of climate change currently affecting your crops? 

a. If yes, how would you describe what you’ve observed? 
b. If yes, are you using any specific strategies to adapt to this? 

i. If yes, what are they? 
3.     Do you think climate change will pose challenges to your crop production in the future? 
     a. If yes, what will the biggest challenges be? 

b. If yes, do you have any specific strategies for adapting to climate change effects? 
4.     Do you think climate change will pose challenges to American crop production in the 
future? 

a.   If yes, what are some specific challenges that will be faced by small-scale farmers? 
b.   If yes, what do you pose as potential solutions? 

  
CLIMATE CHANGE AND FUTURE FARM PRACTICES 
1. Do you think climate change will lead to a change in the types or varieties of crops grown in 
the region? 
2. Do you think climate change will lead to a change in crop diversity in the region? 
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3. Do you think climate change will lead to a change in water-use/irrigation in the region? 
4. Do you think climate change will lead to a change in soil management practices in the region? 
5. Do you think climate change will lead to a change in the use of chemical inputs in the region? 
6. Do you think climate change will lead to a change in the planting of GMO crops in the region? 
  
  
FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
1. What are the main challenges small-scale farmers will face because of climate change? 

a.   What changes to their management practices will they need to make? 
2. How do you think climate change will impact the small-scale, sustainable farming model? 
3. Are small-scale farmers more or less vulnerable to climate change than large-scale farmers? 
4. What are your most important sources of information that you use when making decisions   
about your farming practices in general? 
5. Do you share information or discuss challenges/strategies with other farmers? 
6. Have you spent time researching the possible future impacts of climate change? 
7. Are you familiar with what the government is proposing as adaptation strategies? 
8. Do you think the government is doing “enough,” “not enough,” or “too much” to help 
farmers? 
9. How can institutions like the government or extension agencies help you and other small-scale 
farmers with climate change adaptation? 
10. Overall, what will American agriculture look like in 10 years? 20 years? 50 years? 
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Appendix B 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Farmer responses to the question “Do you think climate change will lead to a change in 
crop types or varieties grown in the region?” by Pacific Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) 
farmers. In the Pacific Northwest, responses were varied, while in the Northeast, a clear majority 
claimed both “crop and variety shifts.” 
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Figure 2.  Farmer responses to the question “Do you think climate change will lead to a change 
in crop diversity in the region?” by Pacific Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) farmers. In 
both regions, the most common response was “increase or decrease in part due to climate, but it 
depends on a combination of several factors.” 

 
Figure 3.  Farmer responses to the question “Do you think climate change will lead to a change 
in soil practices in the region [moving towards more sustainable soil systems]?” by Pacific 
Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) farmers. Responses in both regions were mixed, 
indicating a lack of consensus among the interview pool. 
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Figure 4. Farmer responses to the question “Do you think climate change will lead to a change in 
the use of chemical inputs (sprays or fertilizers) in the region?” by Pacific Northwest (n=17) and 
Northeast (n=15) farmers. Responses in both regions were mixed, indicating a lack of consensus 
among the interview pool. 

 
Figure 5. Farmer responses to the question “Do you think climate change will lead to a change in 
water-use or irrigation in the region?” by Pacific Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) 
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farmers. Responses in both regions were mixed, indicating a lack of consensus among the 
interview pool. 

 
Figure 6. Farmer responses to the question “Do you think climate change will lead to a change in 
the planting of GM crops in the region?” by Pacific Northwest (n=17) and Northeast (n=15) 
farmers. Responses in both regions were mixed, indicating a lack of consensus among the 
interview pool. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


